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SIEMENS BALANCES RENEWABLES
by Dick Flanagan
LODI, CA – Members of thirteen public utilities
and entities were applauded by over 300 invited guests
and media at the dedication of the $388 million Lodi
Energy Center on August 10th. LEC is home to the
Siemens Flex-Plant 30 technology, enabling seamless
integration of renewable energy sources.
“Lodi Energy Center will be the first operating
Siemens Flex-Plant combined cycle plant in the USA
and will contribute to meeting California’s ambitious
renewable energy and green house gas reduction goals.
This innovative fast ramping gas fired plant was specifically designed by Siemens as a solution to balance fluctuations on diverse power grids managing both renewable and traditional energy sources,” said Mario Azar,
President, Siemens Energy Solutions, Americas.
The LEC is owned and operated by Northern
California Power Agency. “NCPA is proud that the Lodi
Energy Center is the first generating facility in
California to utilize the Siemens Flex-Plant 30 ‘faststart’ technology. The plant’s technology will help

Mario Azar, President
Siemens Energy Solutions, Americas

(continued on page 20)

SOLAR INSURANCE BUNDLED
BY JEANNE SCHWARTZ

For thousands of years, man has banked on the
sun rising and setting each day. But the star’s reliability doesn’t always translate into the ability to earn
a profit when it comes to turning sun rays into solar
energy. During the past decade, however, improvements in solar development project economics
spurred dramatic industry expansion. But now new
threats are casting a cloud over industry prospects
and pressuring market growth.
A solar project’s bankability depends on numerous variables: the cost of developing and designing
the project, equipment costs, financing, regulatory
conditions, and long-term power pricing among others. In the past 10 years, technology improvements in
solar panels led to increased energy generation and
efficiency. This coupled with lower equipment costs,
regulatory measures to encourage renewable energy
generation and higher oil prices helped fuel recent
(continued on page 20)
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Here you go. All you expect from PV Powered
now comes from Advanced Energy.
Introducing the AE 500, the latest innovation from Advanced
Energy. This 500 kW inverter gives you industry-leading
reliability, performance, and technology – combined into one
fully-integrated system that delivers financial gains at every turn.
We’re not just another solar energy company.
We’re empowering the industry.
advanced-energy.com/AE500

PUBLISHER’S LETTER
World-Gen was invited to attend the dedication of the Lodi Energy Center by Siemens who showcased their
Flex-Plant 30 technology starting on page 1. The Northern California Power Agency selected Siemens technology
to provide timely backup power for their renewables. Thirteen public utilities and public agencies came together
in a cooperative spirit to benefit both their individual and collective needs. Californians from nearly every part
of the state will be the ultimate beneficiaries. Washington could learn from this experience!
In a study conducted for Assurant, researchers found that many market participants in the solar industry
expressed a need for a truly wide-ranging insurance policy that would provide phase-specific protection. Jeanne
Schwartz tells us on page 1 that Assurant developed a solar insurance bundle with GCube Insurance Services
offering comprehensive insurance protection and warranty backstops throughout the project lifecycle. The product offers single-source project warranty management eliminating working with multiple carriers and secures
business interruption coverage.

Dick Flanagan
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Lyn Corum says southern California suffers from a long-term deficit of reliable base-load generation and the
worst air quality in the nation in “California News” on page 13. Air quality restrictions mean power projects
cannot find the emissions offsets they need to construct new plants. Further complicating electricity supplies, the
old coastal power plants that have provided reliable power for the past half century are now required to be
retired or repowered to remove their once-through cooling systems. Following those realities, the 2,250 mw San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, SONGS, in Southern California, had to shut down.
Caterpillar rolled out the latest version of its C175 platform of diesel generator sets, Dennis McLaughlin
reports on page 14. Emerging technologies, retooling industries and the growing economies and infrastructure
of developing nations are demanding more power from a smaller footprint. The C175-20 is also expected to find
a big target in Asia. A number of countries in the Asia Pacific region don’t have big power utilities. Caterpillar
has been installing generator sets that supply these regions with prime/continuous and standby power.
Increased power density is a key benefit for standby power for large, mission-critical installations such as data
centers and hospitals.
Edison Electric Institute (EEI)’s member electric utilities plan to spend at least $64 billion on expected
transmission system improvements through 2022. This investment will be on top of the approximately $77 billion that EEI member companies invested in transmission infrastructure improvements between 2001 and
2010. Although this is not a comprehensive compilation of all projects that are being undertaken by EEI members, the sampling of projects highlighted underscores the electric power industry’s commitment to investing in
needed and beneficial transmission infrastructure over the next 10 years, David Owens projects on page 15.
Included within the broad spectrum of projects are Smart Grid related projects.
Intensive research around the world has focused on improving the performance of solar photovoltaic cells and
bringing down their cost. But very little attention has been paid to the best ways of arranging those cells. A team of
MIT researchers has come up with a very different approach: building cubes or towers that extend the solar cells
upward in three-dimensional configurations. The results from the structures they’ve tested show power output ranging from double to more than 20 times that of fixed flat panels with the same base area, MIT’s Donald Chandler
shares on page 16. The cost of a given amount of energy generated by such 3-D modules exceeds that of ordinary
flat panels, the expense is partially balanced by a much higher energy output for a given footprint.
PV supply chain manufacturers continue to invest liberally in technology research and development pursuits
to improve upon product line price-per-Watt metrics, Nadav Enbar remarks on page 17. Attaining evolutionary
increases in conversion efficiency is one of the major strategies PV manufacturers are employing to gradually
reduce their per-Watt module prices and better compete in the global marketplace. As part of an ongoing R&D
project, EPRI is examining the performance and reliability of up to 10 different flat-plate PV technologies at the
Solar Technology Acceleration Center (SolarTAC), the largest solar test bed facility in Aurora, Colorado. The
three-year study was kicked-off in June 2012.
Peterborough Distribution is the first local distribution company in Ontario to partner with Energate in the
Ontario Power Authority’s peaksaver PLUS® residential demand response program, Louis Szablya said on page
18. A pilot program enabled consumers to reduce utility bills by up to 30 percent. Peterborough’s peaksaver
PLUS program combines existing Internet connections with a smart thermostat and an energy display to give
consumers real-time information about their energy consumption.
Peterborough’s program includes Energate’s CORE Middleware, Utility Load Management System and
MyEnergate Consumer portal as utility enterprise applications installed and operated by Rodan.

National Press Club, Washington, DC

(continued page 12)
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INDUSTRY NEWS
BECHTEL AWARDED EPC KYOCERA LAUNCHES
FREDERICK, MD - Bechtel is part of
a consortium awarded the engineering, procurement, and construction contract to
build a natural gas-fueled, combined-cycle
power plant for Panda Temple Power.
Bechtel and Siemens will design and build
the 758-megawatt facility in Temple, south
of Dallas, TX. Commercial operations of the
plant are expected to begin in 2014.

SCOTTSDALE, AZ - Kyocera Solar
announced the launch of Kyocera Solar
Finance, a program designed to provide
loan and lease options to consumers
seeking light commercial and mid-tolarge commercial installations. In partnership with De Lage Landen Financial
Services, Kyocera Solar Finance offers
up to 100 percent financing.

AE 500 DELIVERS

GE ENERGY REORGANIZES

FORT COLLINS, CO - Advanced
Energy Industries announced that its AE
500 has been successfully commissioned
at one of 13 projects totaling 4.5MW developed by American Clean Energy in Ocean
County, NJ. The AE 500 transformer based
central inverter maximizes energy harvest
and accelerates payback with a 97 percent
weighted CEC efficiency rating.

FAIRFIELD, CT - GE will reorganize
its Energy business into three stand-alone
businesses effective in the fourth quarter
of 2012.
GE Energy Infrastructure includes
approximately 100,000 employees and will
have revenues of approximately $50 billion
in 2012. The three new businesses who will
report directly to GE Chairman and CEO
Jeff Immelt are: GE Power and Water, led
by GE Senior Vice President and Power
and Water CEO Steve Bolze, headquartered
in Schenectady, NY; GE Oil and Gas, led by
GE Senior Vice President and Oil and Gas
CEO Dan Heintzelman, headquartered in
Florence, Italy; and GE Energy Management, led by GE Senior Vice President and
Energy Management CEO Dan Janki, headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia.
GE Vice Chairman and GE Energy
Infrastructure CEO John Krenicki will leave
the company at the end of 2012.
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RENEWABLE RFP

WASHINGTON, DC - The U.S. Army
has released its final request for proposals
to obtain up to $7 billion in locally generated large-scale renewable and alternative
energy through long-term power purchase
agreements and “other contractual equivalents.” Responses to the solicitation must be
received by 2 p.m. CST on October 5, 2012.
The solicitation contemplates the
award of multiple Indefinite Delivery/
Indefinite Quantity (ID/IQ) contracts.
Individual task orders will then be
competitively awarded against the ID/IQ
contracts for specific renewable energy
projects with a cumulative project cost of up
to $7 billion in total energy value under all
PPA task orders awarded under this RFP.
The Army plans to purchase electric energy
from the projects, but will not own the generation assets. The generation assets may
be located on U.S. Department of Defense
properties or on nearby private land. The
contract is intended to cover installations in
the continental United States, Alaska,
Hawaii, and U.S. Territories.
The solicitation may be viewed at:
http://go.usa.gov/Gd6.
If you have any questions on opportunities regarding energy projects with the
Army, please contact http://www.ballardspahr.com/people/attorneys/Stark_Roger.
aspx Roger D. Stark at 202.661.7620 or mail
to: starkr@ballardspahr.com starkr@ballardspahr.com, http://www.ballardspahr.com/
people/attorneys/Hoffmann_Thomas.aspx R.
Thomas Hoffmann at 202.661.2215 or mail
to: hoffmannrt@ballardspahr.com hoffmannrt@ballardspahr.com, or http://www.ballardspahr.com/people/attorneys/Lowder_
Darin.aspx Darin Lowder at 202.661.7631 or
mail to: lowderd@ballardspahr.com lowderd@ballardspahr.com.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
SOLAR UP 27.4 GW’S

SEMINOLE FUNDS

SCHOTT EXITS

NRG TO SOLAR

SANTA CLARA, CA - Worldwide
solar photovoltaic (PV) market installations
reached a record high of 27.4 gigawatts in
2011, up 40% Y/Y, according to the annual
PV market report, 2012 Marketbuzz®.
Overall market growth in 2011 was
boosted by strong second half demand
ahead of further deep cuts in solar incentives. This followed a period of over-production in the first half that triggered the sustained price decline through the PV chain
that came to characterize 2011. The dominance of Chinese manufacturers in crystalline silicon wafers, cells and modules grew,
the share of thin film declined, and demand
in Asian markets grew rapidly.
The PV industry generated $93 billion
in global revenues in 2011, up 12% Y/Y,
while the industry successfully raised more
than $8 billion in corporate equity and debt.
Of the more than 100 countries worldwide covered, the top five PV markets were
Germany, Italy, China, the United States,
and France.

BELLEAIR BLUFFS, FL - Seminole
Financial Services announced the
funding of a construction loan to MP2
Capital for the installation of a 2.4 MW
ground-mounted solar array.
The Laurinburg, NC Solar Project
site offers direct connection to the utility
electrical grid through pole-mounted
overhead lines.

ALBUQUERQUE, NM - SCHOT T
Solar will be withdrawing globally from
crystalline photovoltaic production, closing all of its crystalline PV production
facilities.
SCHOT T Solar CSP will continue to
support the development of future growth
of CSP installations in the North
American market.

PRINCETON, NJ - NRG Solar plans
to develop jointly with Psomas FMG an initial portfolio of solar projects totaling over
11 megawatts. The two largest projects are
a 7.3 MW project for the William S. Hart
School District in Santa Clarita and a 3.3
MW project with the County of Orange,
CA. All of the projects include signed power
purchase agreements.

SPI ACQUIRES

Helping Utilities Make Smart Solar Decisions

ROSEVILLE, CA -SPI Solar acquired
100% of the outstanding shares of Italybased Solar Green Technologies. SGT consists of 20MW of rooftop solar installations
for the Century program serving as EPC
provider for approximately 33 distributed
generation systems as well as Epicuro
Fund’s 25MW project pipeline for another
30-40 systems.

ABB SOLARS

HOUSTON, TX - ABB has secured a
contract from Sun Edison to build a photovoltaic power plant at the Apex Industrial
Park in the City of North Las Vegas. The
24.8 megawatt PV plant will supply clean
renewable solar power to NV Energy from
an array of 87,168 solar panels covering an
area of 154 acres on private land.

SOLARWORLD INSTALLS
HILLSBORO, OR - The campus of the
Lawrenceville, NJ is home to 6.1 megawatts
of solar panels from SolarWorld. The
sprawling photovoltaic system, groundmounted on 30 acres of school-owned farm
land. It will generate enough electricity to
offset 90 percent of the school’s annual
power needs.

SPT SIGNED

AUSTIN, TX - Solar Power
Technologies announced that their
Clarity™ system is now operating at
Lincoln Renewable Energy’s 12.5MW New
Jersey Oak Solar plant.
The Clarity system includes optimization and monitoring hardware products
that can be deployed at the string or panel
level to maximize energy harvest.
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2012
Education • Market Intelligence • Solar Strategy
Whether your utility is just beginning to explore solar power or
is experienced in integrating solar into your energy portfolio, the
Solar Electric Power Association (SEPA) is committed to providing
you with unbiased information on solar technology and integration
strategies, plus the support you need to help build and manage
a successful solar program. For information on the benefits of
joining SEPA’s community of utility solar professionals, contact us
at utilities@solarelectricpower.org.

www.solarelectricpower.org/membership
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INDUSTRY NEWS
EX-IM APPROVES

REFUSOL PARTNERS

WASHINGTON, DC – The ExportImport Bank of the United States has
authorized a $32.1 million loan guarantee
to Wind Power Energia S.A. of Sao Paulo,
Brazil, for the purchase of wind turbine
blades manufactured by LM Wind Power
Blades Inc. of Little Rock, Ark.
Ex-Im Bank’s financing will support approximately 250 permanent
American jobs.

SAN JOSE, CA – REFUsol and
Obvius have partnered to create the
most efficient Modbus monitoring solution on the market. REFUsol’s Modbus
monitoring solution offers instant integration with industry-leading, third
party monitoring software providers.
REFUsol allows maximum flexibility
when designing photovoltaic plants, with
the ability to add up to 32 inverters.

WESTINGHOUSE
AWARDED

PITTSBURGH, PA - Westinghouse
has been awarded a contract to apply the
Underwater Laser Beam Welding process
(ULBW) at Progress Energy’s Robinson
Nuclear Plant in Hartsville, S.C. This will be
the first application of the ULBW process at
a U.S. nuclear plant developed jointly by
Westinghouse and majority owner Toshiba.

September 10 –13, 2012
Orange County Convention Center
Orlando, Florida
www.solarpowerinternational.com

Generating Business
The solar energy industry is in high gear, and it’s time for
you to grow with it. At Solar Power International 2012,
plug in to the technologies, personal connections and
professional insights that give rise to new opportunity.
Growing your energy business begins at SPI.

Presented by:

REGISTER NOW AND SAVE.
www.solarpowerinternational.com
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URS CONTRACTED
SAN FRANCISCO, CA - A partnership
led by URS Corporation has been awarded a
contract by the U.S. Department of Energy
to manage and operate the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant near Carlsbad, New Mexico.
WIPP is the world’s first underground
repository certified for the safe and permanent disposal of transuranic radioactive waste

GE INVESTS

ATLANTA, GA - GE and XD Electric
Group announced the formation of a new partnership to deliver a full-line of electric transmission and distribution and grid automation
solutions to customers around the world. The
partnership provides customers with proven
technology offerings to build and upgrade
their electrical infrastructure. GE purchased a
15 percent equity stake in XD Electric.

MERCOM ON M&A

AUSTIN, TX - Mercom Capital Group
released funding and merger and acquisition (M&A) activity for the Smart Grid
sector during the first quarter of 2012.
The lackluster venture capital investing trend in smart grid continued into this
year with a weak first quarter of $62 million going into 10 deals, compared to the
last quarter with $66 million in ten deals.
Venture capital interest in the smart
grid sector coincided and peaked after
the $4.3 billion made available through
the American Recovery & Reinvestment
Act (ARRA) of 2009 for the purpose of
grid modernization and smart grid.
The top VC deal in Q1 2012 was the
$30 million raised by Silver Spring
Networks, followed by $13.7 million
raised by Tendril.
Top M&A transactions in Q1 2012
included the $382 million acquisition of
RuggedCom, by Siemens, the $100 million acquisition of SmartSynch, by Itron,
and the $49 million acquisition of
Comverge, by H.I.G.Capital.

PIC PARTNERS

CONROE, TX - Pentair Porous Media
announced a new channel partnership with
PIC Group, giving PIC the ability to offer
Pentair Porous Media’s technology to its
clients in the power generation market.
UltiDri® combines Pentair Porous Media’s
advanced separation technologies with a
patented water removal design and process
to provide the first, easy-to-use, inline oil
dehydration system.
“As the cost of oil continues to set
new records, end users are treating their
lubricating, hydraulic and gear oils as an
asset and no longer as a consumable,” said
Jeffrey Chapin, Business Development
Manager for PIC.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
PIC CONTRACTED

SPRINT SIGNED

B&W AWARDED

EMERSON ACQUIRES

ATLANTA, GA - PIC Group has
entered into an operations and maintenance contract with Golden Spread
Electric Cooperative, Inc., headquartered
in Amarillo, TX. PIC will provide full
care, custody and control O&M services
to GSEC’s Mustang Station facility. This
is the second O&M contract between PIC
and GSEC. “This agreement demonstrates GSEC’s confidence in our ability
to meet their O&M needs,” said Bruce
Wertz, Director of O&M at PIC. “We also
operate GSEC’s Antelope Station in
Abernathy, TX.”

OVERLAND PARK, KS - Sprint
announced agreements with Metrum
Technologies and Tollgrade Communications
that will help electric utilities improve the
efficiency of distribution and management
systems. Metrum’s line of smart meters is
available with Sprint wireless connectivity.
Tollgrade will offer Medium Voltage sensors with Sprint connectivity.

CHARLOT TE, NC - Babcock &
Wilcox Power Generation Group has
been awarded contracts valued at
approximately $55 million to design and
supply environmental control equipment
and design and engineer a boiler economizer for Consumers Energy’s J.H.
Campbell Generating Complex near
West Olive, MI.

ST. LOUIS, MO - Emerson
acquired ISE Magtech, enabling
Emerson Process Management to
strengthen its level measurement solutions in the oil and gas, refining, chemical, and power generation industries. ISE
Magtech designs and manufactures level
gages and associated equipment for use
in industrial applications.

HONEYWELL OFFERS
SOLUTIONS

MINNEAPOLIS, MN – Honeywell
announced the formation of Smart Grid
Solutions as a part of Honeywell’s Building
Solutions business unit. Smart Grid Solutions
will bring innovative offerings to market faster, and deliver end-to-end programs that connect utilities and their customers to solve a
variety of energy challenges.
According to a recent report from Pike
Research, revenue for demand response
services in particular will grow from nearly
$1.3 billion last year to $6.1 billion by 2016,
with load-curtailment services representing
nearly two-thirds of the total opportunity.
“Honeywell has a long history helping
balance supply and demand through turnkey programs that provide benefits for utilities and end users,” said Jeremy Eaton, vice
president and general manager of Honeywell
Smart Grid Solutions. Eaton is a member of
the Class of 2011.

ESA AWARDED
LAKE MARY, FL - ESA Renewables
has been awarded the first Intersolar Award
for Solar Projects in North America for its
Martins Creek Elementary School Solar PV
project in Murphy, NC. ESA owns and operates a diverse portfolio of more than 500
solar PV power generating facilities located
in the United States, Puerto Rico, Spain and
Italy. ESA’s scope of services includes financing, engineering, construction, testing, monitoring and operation and maintenance.

S&C STORAGE

CHICAGO, IL - S&C Electric
Company announced the completion of an
energy storage project at the 113 acre Santa
Rita Jail in Dublin, CA. The new energy
storage solution features S&C’s PureWave®
Storage Management System and helps
integrate on-site renewable energy sources
and storage at the facility.
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Powerplant Engineering
DESIGN & EPC CONSTRUCTION

SERVICES:
Detailed Design • EPC • CM
Studies • Owner & Bank
Engineering

CLIENTELE:
Utilities • IPPs • Industry
Universities • OEMs
Banks/Investors

PROJECTS (New, Retrofit & Modifications):
Biomass • Solar (Thermal & PV) • Simple & Combined Cycle
Wind • Fluidized Bed/PC/Stoker Boilers • Biofuels • MSW
Gasification • Landfill Gas • Pyrolysis • Plant Improvements
Air Pollution Control • CHP/Cogeneration Energy Savings
Engine-Generators • Facilities/Buildings & Systems

A Few Examples of Our Recent Experience
• Five Biomass Powerplants Now in Detailed Design
• Owner’s Engineer Now for a 950 MW Combined
Cycle Repowering Project
• Detailed Design Now for a 1.2 MGPD Industrial
Wastewater Desalination Plant
• Completed Design and Startup of a 300 MW
Combined Cycle Repowering Project
• Completed Design and Startup of a Concentrating
Solar Thermal Power Tower Project
• Owner’s Engineer Now for a 4 x LM6000 Simple
Cycle Power Plant
• Various Power Plant Service Projects

Some of Our Management Team

Bob Bibb
Chairman / CEO

Lou Gonzales
President / COO

George Neill
Sr. Project Mgr.

Dave Wiker
VP Engineering

Phil Peterson
Sr. Project Mgr.

Nick Francoviglia
Chief Mech. Eng.

Dean Andrisevic
Sr. Project Mgr.

Doug Franks
Mgr. Electrical

Rich Carvajal
Sr. Project Mgr.

Rob Schmitt
Mgr. Mechanical

Dave Kreimer
Sr. Mech. Eng.

For career opportunities e-mail a resume in confidence to: recruitment@bibb-eac.com
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INDUSTRY NEWS
SAIC EXPANDS

BECHTEL SELECTED

TD SIGNED

CONSORTIUM TESTS

MCLEAN, VA - Science Applications
International Corporation (SAIC)
announced the opening of its Canton, Ohio,
regional office to support shale energy
exploration and development.
The office will provide environmental
and engineering services to customers that
are conducting oil and gas exploration and
production in the Utica and Marcellus shale
plays.

FREDERICK, MD - Bechtel has signed
an agreement to provide project management consulting services to the China
Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation.
Bechtel will provide CNPEC with training and education to manage nuclear projects. Bechtel and CGNPG have previously
worked together on the Daya Bay project,
one of the first commercial nuclear plants
built in China using foreign technology.

DALLAS, TX - Texas State University
has awarded a contract to TD Industries for
the implementation of a comprehensive program of energy monitoring and central plant
optimization at its San Marcos and Round
Rock Campus. Under the contract, TD
Industries has installed a web-based energy
monitoring system for the central utility plants
on each campus as well as submetering for
each of the 50 major campus buildings.

CALGARY, CN - The consortium of
Laricina Energy, Nexen Inc., Suncor Energy
and Harris Corporation completed its initial
phase testing of the Enhanced Solvent
Extraction Incorporating Electromagnetic
Heating project at Suncor’s Steepbank mine.
The $33 million program confirms the
ability to successfully generate, propagate
and distribute electromagnetic heat in an oil
sands formation.

SIEMENS TURNKEYS
If a job’s worth doing,
it’s worth doing with
Roberts & Schaefer.
With millions of dollars on the line, Why
trust your project to anyone but r&s?

NAVIGANT NAMES

Whether it’s complete system development, upgrades,
or modifications, it’s worth making a call to R&S.

222 South Riverside Plaza
Chicago, IL 60606
312.236.7292
www.r-s.com
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MAGE CONVERTS

DUBLIN, GA - MAGE SOLAR
announced that its premium high-efficiency
modules are part of an ambitious historic
redevelopment project in New Orleans.
Over 3300 MAGE POWERTEC PLUS
US-modules supply 1.4 GWh of clean, reliable energy per year to six housing projects
that were part of the revitalization plan.
2,000 black MAGE POWERTEC PLUS
modules were chosen to provide a sensible,
integrated solution on the historical building portion of the project, and sophisticated
power optimizers are installed to avoid
power losses due to shading from trees,
light poles or buildings.
Funding for the project was made possible through the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act and the EmPower
Louisiana initiative administered by the
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources.
Net metering arrangements have been
made with the local electric utilities.

Since 1903, Roberts & Schaefer has been a world leader in
the design, engineering, procurement and construction of
bulk material handling, coal preparation, and fuel blending
systems. We provide total solutions for fuel handling, as
well as limestone handling and grinding for CFB boilers,
limestone and gypsum handling for FGD scrubbers, and
ash handling systems. We’ve successfully completed projects
in 40 countries, on six continents, and we’re just getting
warmed up.

8 574_R&S_Worth_Doing_Ad_WG.indd

ATLANTA, GA - Siemens Industry
announced its new Motion-to-Grid (M2G)
Energy Converters, designed to convert
the mechanical energy generated from
renewable resources into electrical energy.
Siemens M2G Energy Converters
overcome the challenges of transforming
the variable electro-mechanical energy of
a turbine–generator group into harmonicfree three-phase reliable and safe electrical energy for a utility grid - producing
power from motion to grid.

Offices also in Salt Lake City,
Pittsburgh, Australia, Indonesia,
India and Poland

5/9/11 10:37 AM

WASHINGTON, DC - Navigant
announced the recipients of the
Generation Knowledge Service Plant
Operational Excellence Awards. The
awards represent coal-fired plants that
have best demonstrated excellence in cost
and operational management over the
period 2007-2011.
500 MW Average Unit Size Range
Top Performer: Cayuaga Station
– Duke Energy
Runner Up: Robert W. Scherer Plant
– Southern Company
201 – 500 MW Average Unit Size Range
Top Performer: Clover Power Station
– Dominion Generation
Runner Up: Allen Steam Station
– Duke Energy
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INDUSTRY NEWS
SEMINOLE FUNDS

LADWP SOLARS

SOLAR FUNDED

HANWHA INVESTS

BELLEAIR BLUFFS, FL - Seminole
Financial Services will provide $1.8 million
permanent financing for the Neuse River
Solar Farm with output to be sold to
Progress Energy Carolinas.

CAMARILLO, CA - The Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power
(LADWP) dedicated the Adelanto Solar
Power Plant, an 11.4-megawatt DC solar
installation designed and supplied by
SolarWorld.
The system is expected to generate
515,700 MWh of electricity over its
25-year life, replacing 290,000 metric
tons of CO2.

TORONTO, CANADA - MOM
Solar Limited Partnership, MS Solar
Solutions Canada, and Ozz Electric have
closed financing with NORD/LB for 24
Toronto-area solar rooftop projects totaling 9 MW. The projects are located on
large retail stores and have 20-year contracts with the Ontario Power Authority
pursuant to Ontario’s “Solar Feed in
Tariff” program.

SANTA CLARA, CA - Hanwha
SolarOne announced a strategic partnership and an $8 million investment in
Silent Power.
The partnership will feature a comarketing strategy for bundling Hanwha
SolarOne’s high photovoltaic panels with
Silent Power’s distributed energy storage
device, the OnDemandTM Energy
Appliance.

SMR TESTED

CHARLOTTE, NC - The Babcock &
Wilcox Company announced that its B&W
mPower™ reactor Integrated System Test
facility has achieved full operating conditions. The IST is the world’s only operational, design-specific test facility for a small
modular reactor design. The facility is located at the Center for Advanced Engineering
and Research in Bedford County, VA.

GRIDS CONTRASTED

®

LONDON, UK - Smart grids are
becoming normality in the US, supported by
government policies and grants, and now
neighboring Canada is also beginning to
embrace smart grid technology, according to
a new report by power experts GlobalData.
Smart grids have been growing gradually in the US and Canada over the course
of the past few years.In contrast to the US,
which will be reaching saturation of smart
meter systems by 2014, smart meter
deployment in Canada doesn’t follow any
set pattern, and is primarily driven by projects initiated by utilities. However, an
increasing demand for energy efficiency
and grid reliability is leading to development of the demand response market as
Canada is poised for its annual demand
response capacity to be multiplied nearly 20
times by 2020 compared to 2011 levels.

Value Achieved from Complexity

Global Smart Grid Agenda
Local Implementation Findings

SOLAR RESEARCH

NEW YORK, NY - A team of physicists
headed by Dr. Vinod M. Menon, a member
of The City University of New York
Photonics Initiative, has discovered a new
method to manipulate light that could eventually result in more efficient solar cells.
Borrowing an idea from the field of
mathematical topology, the scientists have
created an artificial material — called
“metamaterial” — that can transform from
regular dielectric (a substance like glass or
plastic, which does not conduct electricity)
to a medium that behaves like metal
(reflects) in one direction and like dielectric
(transmits) in the other. The optical properties of this metamaterial can be mapped
onto a topological transformation of an ellipsoidal surface into a hyperboloid.
The breakthrough optical topological
transition was exploited by the research team
to manipulate the propagation of light within
the metamaterial. This aspect was then used
by the physicists to demonstrate modification
in the light emission of a nanoparticle placed
in the vicinity of the metamaterial.
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Come network with the IBP (International
Buyer Program) delegations from around
the world. Leading international utilities
will discuss essential issues and needs
facing their grid deployments.

October 2-4, 2012 • Washington DC • www.GridWeek.com
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
AUSTRALIA

BRAZIL

CANADA

CANADA

UGL Limited with CH2M HILL has
been awarded a $550 million contract by
JKC Australia LNG Pty for the construction of a combined cycle power plant for
the Ichthys liquefied natural gas (LNG)
project in the Northern Territory. GE will
engineer and supply gas turbines, steam
turbines and heat recovery steam generators for the $34 billion Ichthys project.

The World Resources Institute and
the British Embassy are launching a two
year partnership to measure corporate and
farm-level emissions in Brazil.
Agricultural emissions account for nearly
20 percent of Brazil’s emissions, with agricultural production on the rise. The project, based on the Greenhouse Gas Protocol,
will develop GHG Accounting Guidance.

Energate has been awarded an
investment of C$2.9 million from Ontario’s
Smart Grid Fund. The investment, with an
in-kind match from Energate that totals
C$5.8 million, is for a “Consumer
Engagement for the Smart Grid” demonstration project of smart energy innovations for up to 1000 homes across Ontario
during the next 18 months.

Westinghouse Electric Company
announced that it would prepare for
Ontario Power Generation detailed construction plans, schedules and cost estimates for two potential AP1000 nuclear
reactors at OPG’s Darlington site.

Recognizing the Stars of the Global Energy Industry

CHILE
Parque Eólico El Arrayán (PEEA)
has begun construction of its 115MW
wind project located approximately 400
km north of Santiago. El Arrayán will be
Chile’s largest wind power project. The
sponsors, AEI, Pattern Energy Group LP,
and Antofagasta Minerals SA, have also
completed financing for the project. The
$245 million innovative structure provides financing for the two year construction project.

CHINA

The Star Search Is On...
We are pleased to announce the Call for Nominations for the 14th annual Platts
Global Energy Awards. Over the past 13 years the Global Energy Awards have
honored and recognized those who have transcended the status quo in the name
of excellence in leadership, innovation and performance in the energy industry.
Nominations open June 4, 2012.

Submit your nominations at www.GlobalEnergyAwards.com

Advanced Energy Industries, Inc.
announced an expansion of its strategic
alliance with Shanghai Guangdian
Electric Group (SGEG). The partnership
will combine SGEG’s power electronic
design, system control expertise, and low
cost manufacturing methodology with
Advanced Energy’s product testing expertise and control software. The new inverter will deliver the best performance to
Asian customers, where SGEG will lead
both companies to market, while providing AE Solar Energy with the opportunity
to manufacture the new inverter for
emerging markets outside of China.

CHINA
Westinghouse Electric Company
announced that it has completed fabrication of all 157 fuel assemblies and related
components needed to operate the firstever AP1000® nuclear power plant,
Sanmen Unit 1, in Zhejiang province.
Sanmen Unit 1 is scheduled to begin generating electricity in 2013.

CHINA

Principal Sponsor

Co-Sponsor

Aquatech, a global leader has been
awarded a contract for the design, engineering, supply and supervision of installation and commissioning of a concentrated brine treatment plant at the Chinacoal
Tuke Fertilizer Project.

GERMANY

Additional Exclusive Sponsorships Available
Contact Vicki Peterson
+1 970-461-1090
vicki_peterson@platts.com

www.GlobalEnergyAwards.com
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NRG Energy has sold its minority
ownership interest in Schkopau, the 900
MW (400 MW net to NRG) coal-fueled
power station near Halle, Germany, to
Energeticky a prumyslovy holding, a.s.
(EPH), a Czech Republic-based coal mining and electricity company.

GREECE
SPI Solar announced that the company entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding with two fund management companies in Greece to develop utility-scale solar energy facilities.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
HAITI

PORTUGAL

THAILAND

VIETNAM

NRG Energy volunteer employees
helped install a 52 kilowatt solar array on
the rooftops of the Zanmi Beni Home for
Children that provides long-term care for
64 children. The photovoltaic solar array
will use batteries to store solar power and
provide Zanmi Beni with a stable supply of
clean, reliable and fuel-free energy to supplement Haitis unreliable grid power.

Caterpillar has been selected to supply generator power to Principle Power, a
renewable energy technology developer, for
its WindFloat Prototype project. The gridconnected floating structure supports a
Vestas V80-2.0 MW turbine, with an
Olympian™ GEP 88-4 generator set for
standby power, rated at 88.0 kVA. The project is three miles offshore.

AREVA and its local partner
ENSYS have been selected by U-Thong
Bio Power, a Thai independent power
producer, for the construction of a biomass power plant located in the
Supanburi Province, in northwest
Thailand. The total value of the project is
$17 million. The project is scheduled for
completion in 2013.

General Electric signed an equipment supply contract worth $16.5 million with the Power Transmission
Company No. 4 to double Vietnam’s
existing power capacity through
upgrading of the country’s national
backbone transmission system.

INDIA
Advanced Energy Industries
announced a sales and service partnership
with Bergen Group that will help both companies better service the high-growth
Indian photovoltaic market. The first project under this partnership is a 1 megawatt
ground-mount array, which has already
been commissioned in Kalanaur, in the
state of Haryana.

INDONESIA
Wärtsilä has been contracted to supply a combustion gas engine baseload
power plant to the PLTMG Duri plant is to
be located in Indonesia’s Riau province. It
will supply 113 MW of electricity to the
regional grid.

IRAQ
ABB won an order worth around $75
million from the Ministry of Electricity of
Iraq to extend an existing transmission substation. The Amara substation will connect
a new 500 megawatt gas based power plant
to the grid.

IRAQ
GE supplied four Frame 6B Gas
Turbines for the Taji plant. GE is supplying
similar equipment for two other new power
plants in Hilla and Karbala.
Concurrently, GE is also supplying
the Iraqi MOE an additional 56 gas turbines
for projects across Iraq that are expected to
enter service from 2012, adding 7,000
megawatts of electricity.

JAPAN
Kyocera Corporation, IHI Corporation
and Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd.
announced that the three companies have
reached a basic agreement to construct a
70-megawatt solar power plant in southern
Japan and to further explore a business
model for utility-scale solar power generation. The “mega-solar plant” is being built to
help solve Japan’s power supply issues
caused by the effects of the Great East
Japan Earthquake, and to make a contribution to environmental protection, including
the reduction of CO2 emissions.

MEXICO
GE’s LM6000 aeroderivative gas turbine technology has been selected for the
ALPEK Cogeneration project at its subsidiary Petrotemex’s site in Cosoleacaque,
Veracruz. The cogeneration plant will produce more than 85 megawatts of electricity
and all the site’s steam requirements.
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NEWSMAKERS
CURRIE CHAIRS
APPA

HOLT PROMOTED

O’MELVENY ADDS

Phyllis Currie,
general manager of
Pasadena Water and
Power in California,
was installed as chair
Phyllis Currie
of the American
Public Power Association board of directors.

GE has named
Andy Holt to be general manager,
Renewable Energy
Services to lead the
growing wind and
solar services segAndy Holt
ment of GE’s
Renewable Energy business.

TONON APPOINTED

PIC EXPANDS

VOS TO COO

Paolo Tonon
has been appointed
Vice President,
R&D of Wärtsilä
Industrial
Operations.

PIC Group, Inc. has appointed John
Stevens to the position of Vice President of
Global Sales and Marketing, Willey Sandell
as Director of Asset Management, and Doug
Napodano as Vice President of Operations.

Simple Energy
announced that Bud
Vos has joined the
team as the
company’s new chief
operating officer.

Paolo Tonon

PRINCIPAL SOLAR APPOINTS
Principal Solar announced the
appointment of three nationally recognized
business leaders to its Advisory Board: Erle
Nye; James W. Keyes, and Jim Young.

LEE APPOINTED CEO
Ascent Solar Technologies announced
that Victor Lee has been appointed
President and CEO.

WESTINGHOUSE NAMES
Westinghouse Electric announced the
appointment of James (Jim) A. Noyes as
vice president of Installation and
Modification Services, Nuclear Services.
Mr. Noyes was vice president, Marketing
and Sales, for the company’s Asia region.

MUNDY JOINS
Tom Mundy
has joined NuScale
Power as Vice
President – Program
Office, where he is
responsible for all
activities associated
Tom Mundy
with program management, project controls and risk management. Mundy previously served as
President of Exelon Nuclear Partners.

THOMPSON
PROMOTED
TAS Energy
has promoted Russell
Thompson to Vice
President of
Industrial Business.

O’Melveny &
Myers LLP has
added federal energy
regulatory lawyer
Hugh Hilliard as a
counsel in the Firm’s
Washington, DC,
office.

MCHUGH JOINS

Skipping Stone
announced that Jim
McHugh has joined
the firm as a
Principal in Skipping
Stone’s Atlanta office.

Hugh Hilliard

Jim McHugh

Julian Brown, AREVA Wind’s Country
Director for the UK, has been elected to the
board of RenewableUK, the country’s
renewable energy trade association representing the UK wind and marine (tidal and
wave) industry.

GTI ADDS
Bud Vos

LBG NAMES
Steve Rayburn
has been promoted to
Senior Associate in
the Houston office of
Leggette, Brashears
& Graham, Inc.
(LBG), a professional
Steve Rayburn
groundwater and
environmental engineering services firm.

WINSTON ADDS

Russell Thompson

BROWN ELECTED

Winston & Strawn LLP announced it
is being joined by 22 litigation partners
from Dewey & LeBoeuf, one energy partner, and a number of associates and of
counsel.

Al Darzins has joined the Gas
Technology Institute to drive GTI’s biological-based research efforts in alternative
energy, renewable fuels development and
microbiologically-influenced corrosion.

NAES WELCOMES
NAES announced the addition of
Mark Minniti as Vice President and General
Manager of the NAES Power Contractors
office in Cranberry Township, PA.

WANG AWARDED
Yan Wang received an award from
the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center
to support work on a new design for flow
batteries for grid energy storage at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

PUBLISHER'S LETTER EDITORIAL CALENDAR
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

EPRI has been involved in a
broad collaborative industry initiative since 2009 to identify common
functions for smart invertors, Brian
Seal said on page 19. The initiative
has engaged a large number of individuals representing inverter manufacturers, system integrators, utilities,
universities, and research organizations, including the National
Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) and the
International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC). Inverters are the
power electronics that interface the
AC Grid with DC energy sources.
Such as solar photovoltaics and battery storage. Inverters are capable of
providing the grid with a wide array
of support functions, delivering both
real and reactive power.
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CALIFORNIA NEWS
SONGS ADDS TO SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA’S WOES
BY LYN CORUM, CLASS OF 2003

Southern California suffers from a
long-term deficit of reliable base-load generation and the worst air quality in the nation.
Air quality restrictions mean power projects
cannot find the emissions offsets they need
to construct new plants. Further complicating electricity supplies, the old coastal
power plants that have provided reliable
power for the past half century are now
required to be retired or repowered to
remove their once-through cooling systems.
Following those realities and taking
everyone by surprise this January, the San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, located
along the Pacific Coast near San Juan
Capistrano in Southern California had to
shut down and there is speculation it may
not be turned back on by next summer or
ever. SONGS, at 2,250 MW, has been the
backbone providing local reliability
between Los Angeles and San Diego. What
is the state to do?
California Independent System
Operator officials say we don’t need all the
once-through cooling plants. They can be
replaced with new more efficient plants or
new transmission, and will be needed with
the solar and wind systems coming online
in the coming years creating intermittancy
issues.
With SONGS down, Cal-ISO says, we
have to maintain a conservation policy this
summer. “If we make it through the summer without interruptions it will not mean
we don’t need SONGS,” Cal-ISO’s Neal
Miller said at a recent meeting.

SONGS PROBLEMS
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Southern California Edison which operates
SONGS, plus a plethora of industry experts
have been hard at work studying the cause
of the nuclear plant’s tube wear since shortly after Unit 3 experienced a minor cooling
leak and subsequent shut-down on January
31. Unit 2 had been shut down on January
10 for a refueling outage. It has not been
restarted, pending the investigation.
As this column was being written, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission released a
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special oversight report on July 18, on
SCE’s response to the tube leak (saying it
was good) and subsequent actions. It also
released an augmented inspection team
report revealing the results of all the generator tubes in SONGS two steam generators.
There are more than 9,000 U-shaped
tubes that sit in the center of each of the
four steam generators in Units 2 and 3.
They receive the water heated by the nuclear reactor. Outside the tubes “clean” water
swirls around the tubes at high velocities, is
turned to steam and then sent on to turn
turbines to generate electricity.
Extensive inspections have found
more extensive wear than reported at a
June 18 public meeting in San Juan
Capistrano. In NRC’s special inspection
report, 1,806 tubes in Unit 3 showed wear
of some type with 381 tubes showing wear
of more than 35%. In Unit 2, 1,595 tubes
showed wear of some type with six tubes
showing wear of more than 35%. Ultimately,
807 tubes in Unit 3 and 510 tubes in Unit 2
were plugged, taking them out of service.
What caused this damage? High
steam flow velocities in the U-bend at the
top of the tubes and the support structures
protecting the tubes, which provided inadequate support, caused the tubes to vibrate
leading to degradation in their walls.
Thomas Blount, acting director of division
reactor safety at NRC, told the public gathering on June 18 the thermodynamic performance of the steam flows in Unit 3 was
not predicted correctly by Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries which manufactured the
steam generators. The steam flow velocities
were actually three to four times greater
than that predicted by the computer simulation model. The special inspection report
released in July confirmed this.
The high steam flow velocities contributing to the fluid-elastic instability are
present in both Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam
generators. The report said changes are
required in the operation or configuration of
the steam generators to prevent the excessive tube wear and accelerated wear that
could result in tube leakage and/or tube
rupture. However, the report concluded,
further review is required of the methodology used for the stress analysis calculations.

WHAT TO DO?
SCE had indicated earlier in July it
would be submitting an application to the
NRC requesting permission to restart Unit
2, based on the June reports. Given this latest report either the application or NRC
approval is highly unlikely.
To compensate for the loss of SONGS’
2,250 MW two old Huntington Beach generating units, totaling 400 MW were
brought out of retirement and put into service and a campaign was fully funded to

encourage energy conservation during
peak electricity use periods when temperatures are especially high. Cal-ISO has also
reached out to the military and public agencies for demand response efforts.
As of mid-July, temperatures in
Southern California have been moderate.
August and September are usually the periods when temperatures become extreme
and electricity use increases dramatically.
Keep an eye on Cal-ISO’s home page (www.
caiso.com) where Flex Alerts calling for
conservation are posted.

solar and wind projects being constructed
in the desert to the east of Los Angeles and
in the Tehachapi Mountains are integrated
into the Los Angeles basin load center.
Cal-ISO presented estimates at the
June 22 meeting showing that the Los
Angeles basin would need between 1,870
MW and 3,400 MW of new generation by
2021 to keep the lights on, not taking into
account the potential need to replace
SONGS’ 2,250 MW.

LOOKING FOR SOLUTIONS

Two generation projects that won
their struggle to obtain emission offsets are
now under construction and are expected
to come online in 2013 and 2014. But they
cannot substitute for the SONGS generation because they are on the eastern side of
the Los Angeles basin.
The 500-MW simple-cycle Walnut
Creek Energy Park project, owned by
Edison Mission Energy, is located in
Industry, south of downtown Los Angeles.
The 850-MW simple-cycle gas-fired Sentinel
Energy project, owned by Competitive
Power Ventures, is located in unincorporated Riverside County east of Los Angeles
near Palm Springs.
The Huntington Beach generating station’s units 3 and 4, the designated backup
provider this summer, will not be available
if SONGS does not come back online in
2013. Edison Mission Energy bought
Huntington Beach’s two units from AES to
use its offsets to build Walnut, and will shut
them down by next summer.
Mike Tollstrup, with ARB, said at the
public workshop, “We know that we will
need to repower or replace a number of the
once-through-cooling plants...and that will
vary depending on the outcome [of the AB
1318 study], and how much demand side
management [is available]. But we will need
that capacity.” Tollstrup and other speakers
were quick to point out demand-side management, demand response, distributed
generation, and renewables, all capable of
providing some capacity and all being considered in the study scenarios, would not
supply the stability the grid needs that is
provided by gas-fired generation.
Dr. Barry Wallerstein, executive
director of SCAQMD, warned the audience
that the federal Environmental Protection
Agency intends to lower the standard for
nitrogen oxide emissions (NOx) by the end
of the year requiring the air district to
reduce NOx emissions by about two-thirds
by 2023. While 80% of major contributors to
NOx are in the transportation sector, the
new standards will make it very difficult to
create or find emissions offsets for new
generation, he said.

SONGS almost stole the show at a
workshop held by the California Energy
Commission on June 22 as part of its
Integrated Energy Policy Report update for
2012. The topic on the agenda was a review
of electricity infrastructure issues in
Southern California and an update on AB
1318, 2009 legislation requiring the
California Air Resources Board to coordinate a study to determine capacity required
in the South Coast air basin to meet longterm grid reliability. The study is to also
estimate required emissions offsets for any
new fossil power needed and to propose
options for addressing the required offsets.
The ARB is working with the CEC,
Cal-ISO, the California Public Utilities
Commission and the State Water Resources
Control Board on the study. A draft report
is expected to be released later this fall.
ARB will report its findings to the governor
and the state legislature.
This study rose out of the inability for
generation proposed for development to
obtain emission offsets in the Southern
California air district. A lawsuit had stopped
the South Coast Air Quality Management
District from using emission offsets
reserved for schools and public safety construction. Since then a good half-dozen projects have been canceled or are in a neardeath hold waiting for the issues to be
resolved.
Soon after, the State Water Quality
Control Board ruled that all coastal generating plants have to be retired or repowered
to replace their once-through ocean cooling
systems to protect marine life. Ten coastal
power plants in Southern California fall into
this category and many owners have not
yet indicated what their plans are for the
plants. Their compliance dates are scattered out over the next ten years. The analysis for the AB 1381 report done to date,
which had included the impacts of the oncethrough-cooling decision, had not considered the possibility that SONGS would be
shut down and additional scenarios will
have to be added.
A third element in the study is what
the impacts will be when the utility-scale

SOLUTIONS ARE THIN

(continued on page 16)
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PERSPECTIVE
CATERPILLAR’S MARK ON THE FUTURE
BY DENNIS
MCLAUGHLIN
CLASS OF 2002

For nearly a century Caterpillar has
built the earthmovers and heavy construction/mining equipment that shaped the
infrastructures of countries around the
world. Now its power generation packages
are moving global industries and developing nations deeper into the 21st century –
where, for example, efficient, low cost,
uninterrupted power sources (UPS) are
critical in keeping the constantly evolving
automated clearing house (ACH) technology at data centers up and running. And for
ensuring patient safety and well-being in
hospital and health care settings. And for
generating electricity to power grids in
rural or developing regions that haven’t yet
built conventional utility systems.
In late April, Caterpillar rolled out the
latest version of its C175 platform of diesel
generator sets. The 20-cylinder C175-20,
built with the same core engine parts as
the reliable workhorse C175-16, will produce the greatest power output of any single high-speed diesel generator set available on the market.
“The C175-20 represents a true
breakthrough in generator set technology,”
said Robert Koval, general manager of
Investor Projects for the Caterpillar
Electric Power Division. “Others have
made promises about similar offerings,” he
continued, “but the C175 is the largest
high-speed generator on the market, period. And better yet, it’s available today.”
And that’s a good thing, because
emerging technologies, retooling industries and the growing economies and infrastructure of developing nations are
demanding more power from a smaller
footprint. Sophisticated ACH operations
have assumed increasing control over electronic consumer and banking transactions
and set up shop in thousands of international locations. Last year, 20.2 billion commercial transactions valued at almost $34
trillion were carried out through these data
centers, says the National Automated
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Clearing House Association (NACHA). A
power outage shutting down systems at any
one place for any length of time can cripple
domestic and international commerce, and
cost the global economy dearly.
The same can be said for health care
facilities. If there’s a loss of power, patients
(obviously already under duress) can suffer
a double whammy, especially if they’re in
surgery or intensive care. “An aging baby
boom population in the U.S. along with
demands for improved health care in developing countries will put additional stresses
on hospital systems, particularly on their
data storage and subsequent UPS and
power requirements,” says Ray Marfell, a
Caterpillar market consultant for North
American applications, installations and
implementations. Which is why, Marfell
explains, Caterpillar is taking close aim at
the data center and health care industries
in the North American market with its new
Cat® C175-20 diesel generator set.
The C175-20 is also expected to find a
big target in Asia. “Our power generation
equipment has been seeing a lot of growth
in the Asia Pacific market,” says Chad
Dozier, a Caterpillar marketing applications
consultant responsible for global product
development, and an expert on the C175
series and the C175-20 in particular.
“A number of countries in the Asia
Pacific region don’t have big power utilities,” Dozier points out. So Caterpillar has
been installing generator sets that supply
these regions with prime/continuous and
standby power. “As a result there’s been a
shift in the market dynamics,” he notes.
Dozier adds that some developing countries
and growing metropolitan centers are
becoming aware of the cost effectiveness of
Caterpillar power systems compared to the
giant investments required to build conventional utility facilities and operations.
One recent case in point (though not
in the Asia Pacific region) is the exclusive
vacation destination island of Mustique.
Located 20 miles south of St. Vincent in the
Grenadine Islands in the Caribbean,
Mustique is home to over 90 villas housing
celebrities and dignitaries. It’s tourism
industry is the mainstay of the island’s
economy, and it demands reliable power
averaging 3.3 MW at any given time during
peak season (December to April). The offseason load runs run between 1,400 eKw
and 1.3 MW, which must be maintained for
residents and businesses to survive.
After 40 years of relying on Caterpillar
generator sets, the Mustique Company, the
island’s power supplier, updated its Cat®
3516 equipment in 2007 with the then new
C175-16 package that produced 1.3 to 2
MW of power. Peak needs of 3.3 MW were
met with the addition of one 3516 generator
set.
“The C175-16 was extremely efficient
in terms of fuel, and all technical parameters are acceptable,” says Justin Providence,

technical manager for the Mustique
Company. Overall, he points out, the company has been pleased with the C175-16
performance. “It replaced the 3516 sets well
and helped us generate revenue.”
In the last five years, though, the population of Mustique has grown, and so has
its need for more power. Recently, in the
run-up to the formal introduction of the
C175-20 in April, the Caterpillar Electric
Power Division installed its newest generator set. Says Providence: “The C175-20 supplies even more power with improved fuel
efficiency, and is powering the island independently and reliably.”

MORE POWER, SMALLER FOOTPRINT
Beyond the day-to-day power requirements of developing communities and
nations and remote work sites around the
world, Chad Dozier also sees a growing
demand for generator sets to supply power
to emerging Asian data center operations.
These mega centers and their needs for
prime and uninterrupted power, he stresses, “is my business now, commanding a lot
of attention” – a situation that shouldn’t
come as a surprise since Caterpillar is the
world’s leading manufacturer of the diesel
and natural gas engines that generate the
power that fuels economies and lights up
communities on every corner of the earth.
The high power density of the new
C175-20 generator set provides more power
output than any high-speed diesel generator set while leaving a smaller footprint. An
immediate performance highlight of the
C175-20 is the increase in output to 4 MW
while it achieves a 55 percent reduction in
footprint – when compared with two 2 MW
3516B generator sets. When it is compared
to the 4 MW 3612 unit, the C175-20 shrinks
its footprint 28 percent.
“The increased power density is a key
benefit,” notes Dozier, “for standby power
for large, mission-critical installations such
as data centers and hospitals.”
A data center using the 4 MW C17520 can reduce the ancillary equipment
required, he further explains, particularly
when it is integrated with Cat switchgear,
ATS and UPS products. “That results in a
more cost-effective installation.”
In health care facilities, the larger single unit C175-20 allows hospitals to carry
larger life safety loads. “In addition to
large, mission critical applications at data
centers and hospitals,” Dozier adds, “the
C175-20 generator set can be used for peak
shaving/grid stiffening as the sole source
of power to remote communities or as
prime power for remote work sites.”
By increasing power output with a
reduced footprint, the C175-20 has also
earned EPA certification for Stationary
Emergency Tier 2 emissions limits, which
qualifies the unit as a sustainable option
for power generation. Industrial and
national users can also acquire Cat® after-

treatment solutions to further reduce
oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbons and particulate matter – further establishing
themselves as good corporate and government neighbors. The C175-20 is compatible with biodiesel fuel; and low fuel consumption versions are available.
The C175-20 further lowers owning
and operating costs by extending maintenance intervals. For prime and continuous
power generator sets, the oil change interval is 600 hours. For standby generator
sets, a three-year oil change interval option
is available. “The first major overhaul for
the C175-20 will be at 22,000 hours for the
60 Hz units and at 27,000 hours for the 50
Hz units,” says Chuck Boysen, senior marketing consultant for the Electric Power
Division. “So it will be a workhorse.”

OFF TO A GOOD START
Historically one of the top performing
companies in any U.S. manufacturing sector, Caterpillar recently received Fortune
Magazine’s Number One Ranking as the
“Most Admired Company” in the business
of making industrial and farm equipment.
But the award could be considered an
understatement. For more than 85 years,
Caterpillar equipment and services have
been the prime movers and big shoulders
for nations and industries on every continent to lean on as they built their infrastructures and economies for a sustainable
future.
Caterpillar is the world’s leading manufacturer of construction and mining equipment, diesel and natural gas engines, industrial turbines and diesel-electric locomotives. The company also offers financial services for infrastructure construction and
development projects (Caterpillar Financial)
and operates remanufacturing (Caterpillar
Remanufacturing), logistics (Caterpillar
Logistics) and rail services (Progress Rail
Services).
Not only does Caterpillar offer worldwide product support through its global
network of Cat-authorized dealers and Cattrained service technicians, last year it
added 13,687 people to its global workforce
– primarily through the acquisitions of
German diesel maker MWM and Bucyrus
International. Highlights for the company’s
first quarter of 2012 include a record quarterly profit of $1.6 billion, up 29 percent
compared to the first quarter of 2011, and
sales and revenue of $15.9 billion, 23 percent higher than the same period last year.
It’s a safe bet that Dozier and Marfell
and all of their colleagues at Caterpillar can
expect more of the same – the positive business results, of course; but also the continued demands on on their time and expertise to satisfy the global demand for the
efficient, inexpensive and environmentally
friendly electrical power.
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PERSPECTIVE
INVESTING IN AMERICA’S GRID
BY DAVID K. OWENS

ture over the next 10 years.
The projects highlighted in this report
may include new lines, line rearrangements,
voltage conversions, and line reconductoring
projects. These investments may also
include system improvements that, while not
adding circuit miles, may improve transmission reliability and/or add transfer capability.

NEW TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGIES

The nation’s electric grid is, without a
doubt, one of the most incredible wonders
of the modern world. The grid has made
our homes more comfortable and our businesses more productive. It has broadened
the reach of modern health care. And in
keeping us connected with the latest technology developments, the power grid continues to make our lives more enjoyable
and productive.
With our economy and our personal
world growing more and more dependent
on digital technologies, the nation’s electric
power companies continue to expand and
modernize the grid.

100 TRANSMISSION PROJECTS

Such improvements include new
transmission line technologies and
improved transmission operational protocols that have been, or will be, applied.
Examples of such projects include: substation modernization projects; equipment
replacements, such as transformers, wave
traps, or phase-shifters; and the addition of
reactive compensation, such as Static VAR
Compensators (“SVC”) or dynamic reactive
sources.
The substantial research and development efforts that support these projects are
not included within this report.
Included within the broad spectrum of
Transmission System Improvement projects
are Smart Grid related projects that EEI’s
members selected to showcase. Smart Grid
projects highlighted in this report are primarily transmission-related projects that
use digital technology to improve reliability,
security, and efficiency (both economic and
energy) of the electric system.

In looking at over 100 electric transmission projects either planned or underway, a new report by Edison Electric
Institute (EEI), Transmission Projects: At A
Glance, March 2012, finds that its member
electric utility companies plan to spend at
least $64 billion (nominal dollars) on expected transmission system improvements
through 2022.
This investment will be on top of the
approximately $77 billion (in 2010 real dollars) that EEI member companies invested
in transmission infrastructure improvements between 2001 and 2010.
These investment dollars are maintaining the high levels of reliable electricity
service that customers expect. They are
helping to relieve congestion on the system,
and integrate new power generation
resources, including renewables.
The investments are deploying
advanced monitoring systems and other
technologies as part of building the smart
grid as well.

COMMUNICATION IMPROVEMENTS

COMMITMENT TO INVESTING

INVESTMENT THRESHOLD

Although not a comprehensive compilation of all projects that are being undertaken by our member companies, the sampling of projects highlighted in the new EEI
report underscores the electric power
industry’s commitment to investing in needed and beneficial transmission infrastruc-

A minimum project investment
threshold of $50 million for transmission
system projects was applied to the selection
of projects contained in the report.
However, a lower threshold of $20 million
was applied for transmission supporting the
integration of renewable resources and a
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Examples of these projects include
communication improvements such as
Optical Fiber Composite Overhead Ground
Wire projects, control center improvements, integration of EMS/SCADA systems
to area and regional control systems; time
synchronized, high quality measurements
from phasor measurement units (“PMUs”);
dynamic line ratings, transformer online
monitoring systems and the associated
measurement equipment; smart-gridenabled distributed controls and diagnostic
tools helping the transmission system to
respond to imbalances and limiting their
propagation; transmission automation; and
transmission substation automation.
The report presents a brief overview
of each EEI member company surveyed, as
well as information about their representative project, including a project map, brief
description, estimated cost, status, project
partners, and intended benefits.

$10 million investment threshold was
applied to any Smart Grid projects that an
EEI member selected to showcase. The
report focuses on projects completed, or
expected to be completed, in 2011 through
2022 (this represents a 1 year back-looking
and 10-year forward-looking window).
In addition to presenting information
about the individual projects, the EEI report
also categorizes the featured transmission
projects into four categories:
Category 1: Interstate Transmission
Projects
Interstate transmission projects are
transmission line improvements that physically span two or more states. These interstate projects often present additional challenges for siting, permitting, cost allocation
and cost recovery.
Category 2: Transmission Supporting
the Integration of Renewable Resources
Renewable resources transmission
projects, whether transmission line or nontransmission line, are projects that support
the integration of a renewable resource. A
renewable energy resource is defined as
any energy resource generated from natural resources such as sunlight, wind, rain,
tides and geothermal heat that is replaced
rapidly by natural processes. Renewable
energy technologies include: solar power,
wind power, hydroelectricity, geothermal,
biomass and biofuels.
Category 3: Transmission Projects
Required for System Reliability Needs
Transmission projects supporting reliability needs are projects where the predominant driver has been identified as the
need to meet either NERC reliability standards (e.g., NERC Transmission Planning
TPL standards) and/or local Transmission
Owner reliability criteria. These projects
maintain the operational integrity of the
interconnected Bulk Electric System and
will be developed regardless of state RPS
goals or economic incentives to open new
market avenues or access more economic
energy alternatives.
Category 4: Transmission Projects
Developed by Multiple Project Partners
Given the unique risks and challenges
of developing transmission, among other
things, several EEI member companies are
partnering with other utilities, including
non-EEI members, to develop large-scale
transmission projects. This collaboration
allows entities to spread the investment
risks while also leveraging each other’s
experience in developing needed and beneficial transmission.
Although the focus in this report is
presenting targeted projects within these
broad categories, it is important to remember that transmission projects address an
array of needs and deliver a number of benefits such as congestion relief, enhanced

regional reliability, reduced system losses,
integration of resources, and deployment of
advanced monitoring systems to enhance
situational awareness.
Keeping that in mind, most projects in
this report are multifaceted; that is, they are
not developed solely to meet any one specific purpose, rather, they fall into more than
one transmission investment category.

PROJECT APPROVAL DAUNTING
While the electric power industry’s
investment in the nation’s transmission grid
continues to be strong, the task of actually
getting a project planned, approved, permitted, and financed remains daunting.
The projects are generally large in
scope and can involve a planning horizon
that lasts years or decades longer than generation projects. And transmission lines are
among the most difficult power facilities to
site, especially if the transmission lines
cross state boundaries.
To help address these issues, EEI,
along with our member electric companies,
is working closely with the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC), which has
jurisdiction over interstate transmission
lines. One area in particular where we have
offered our insight is in developing incentives to stimulate transmission projects that
might not otherwise be built.

FERC HELPS
Acting on the authority granted to it
by the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct
2005), FERC created an incentives policy
that has helped to spur transmission investment in two ways. The first creates a higher
return on equity for projects that present a
higher level of risk for the builder.
These incentives, which are developed on a case-by-case basis, are essential
for encouraging projects that otherwise
would not get built.
The second type of incentive helps to
mitigate the risk of projects that do not go
forward for reasons outside the control of
the transmission line owner. These incentives assure the transmission owner of
recovering initial investment costs, and they
are invaluable in helping to obtain financing.

EPACT 2005
EPAct 2005 also included a number of
provisions to expedite the federal and state
transmission siting processes.
We continue to advocate for better
implementation of them, including:
Urging federal land management
agencies to designate additional energy corridors on public lands, especially in the
Western U.S.
Removing the uncertainty around
FERC’s ability to use its backstop
(continued on page 16)
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PERSPECTIVE
A NEW DIMENSION FOR SOLAR
BY DAVID L. CHANDLER
INNOVATIVE 3-D DESIGNS FROM A MIT
TEAM CAN MORE THAN DOUBLE THE
SOLAR POWER GENERATED FROM A
GIVEN AREA.
CAMBRIDGE, MA — Intensive
research around the world has focused
on improving the performance of solar
photovoltaic cells and bringing down
their cost. But very little attention has
been paid to the best ways of arranging
those cells, which are typically placed
flat on a rooftop or other surface, or
sometimes attached to motorized
structures that keep the cells pointed
toward the sun as it crosses the sky.

3-D CONFIGURATIONS
Now, a team of MIT researchers
has come up with a very different
approach: building cubes or towers that
extend the solar cells upward in threedimensional configurations. Amazingly,
the results from the structures they’ve
tested show power output ranging from
double to more than 20 times that of
fixed flat panels with the same base area.
The biggest boosts in power were
seen in the situations where improvements are most needed: in locations far
from the equator, in winter months and
on cloudier days.
“I think this concept could become
an important part of the future of
photovoltaics,” says Jeffrey Grossman,
the Carl Richard Soderberg Career
Development Associate Professor of
Power Engineering at MIT.

TESTED THREE ARRANGEMENTS
The MIT team initially used a
computer algorithm to explore an
enormous variety of possible
configurations, and developed analytic
software that can test any given
configuration under a whole range of
latitudes, seasons and weather.
Then, to confirm their model’s
predictions, they built and tested three
different arrangements of solar cells on
the roof of an MIT laboratory building
for several weeks.
While the cost of a given amount of
energy generated by such 3-D modules
exceeds that of ordinary flat panels, the
expense is partially balanced by a much
higher energy output for a given
footprint, as well as much more uniform
power output over the course of a day,
over the seasons of the year, and in the
face of blockage from clouds or shadows.
These improvements make power output
more predictable and uniform, which
could make integration with the power
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grid easier than with conventional
systems, the authors say.
The basic physical reason for the
improvement in power output — and for
the more uniform output over time — is
that the 3-D structures’ vertical surfaces
can collect much more sunlight during
mornings, evenings and winters, when
the sun is closer to the horizon, says coauthor Marco Bernardi, a graduate student in MIT’s Department of Materials
Science and Engineering (DMSE).

TIME IS RIPE
The time is ripe for such an innovation, Grossman adds, because solar cells
have become less expensive than accompanying support structures, wiring and
installation. As the cost of the cells themselves continues to decline more quickly
than these other costs, they say, the
advantages of 3-D systems will grow
accordingly.
“Even 10 years ago, this idea
wouldn’t have been economically justified because the modules cost so much,”
Grossman says. But now, he adds, “the
cost for silicon cells is a fraction of the
total cost, a trend that will continue
downward in the near future.” Currently,
up to 65 percent of the cost of photovoltaic (PV) energy is associated with installation, permission for use of land and
other components besides the cells
themselves.
Although computer modeling by
Grossman and his colleagues showed
that the biggest advantage would come
from complex shapes — such as a cube
where each face is dimpled inward —
these would be difficult to manufacture,
says co-author Nicola Ferralis, a
research scientist in DMSE.
The algorithms can also be used to
optimize and simplify shapes with little
loss of energy. It turns out the difference
in power output between such optimized
shapes and a simpler cube is only about
10 to 15 percent — a difference that is
dwarfed by the greatly improved performance of 3-D shapes in general, he says.
The team analyzed both simpler cubic
and more complex accordion-like shapes
in their rooftop experimental tests.

LEARNED LESSONS
At first, the researchers were distressed when almost two weeks went by
without a clear, sunny day for their tests.
But then, looking at the data, they realized they had learned important lessons
from the cloudy days, which showed a
huge improvement in power output over
conventional flat panels.
For an accordion-like tower — the
tallest structure the team tested — the

idea was to simulate a tower that “you
could ship flat, and then could unfold at
the site,” Grossman says. Such a tower
could be installed in a parking lot to provide a charging station for electric vehicles, he says.
So far, the team has modeled individual 3-D modules. A next step is to
study a collection of such towers,
accounting for the shadows that one
tower would cast on others at different
times of day.
In general, 3-D shapes could have a
big advantage in any location where
space is limited, such as flat-rooftop
installations or in urban environments,
they say. Such shapes could also be used
in larger-scale applications, such as solar
farms, once shading effects between towers are carefully minimized.

transmission siting authority, if states
cannot or will not site needed
transmission within areas that the US
Department of Energy (DOE) has
identified as National Interest Electric
Transmission Corridors.
Recommending that DOE use the
lead agency authority granted to it by
EPAct 2005 to more actively coordinate
with other federal agencies in getting
federal permits (such as Clean Water Act
and federal land use permits) issued for
transmission lines.
Requesting that federal land agencies give expedited approvals and
increased flexibility for utility vegetation
management activities on rights-of-way
to meet mandatory reliability standards.

CONCLUSION

One other federal effort underway
to encourage transmission construction
is the “Rapid Response Team for
Transmission” (RRT-T). The RRT-T was
recently created by the White House
Council on Environmental Quality.
The RRT-T seeks to speed up the
federal government’s approval process
for transmission lines. We are now participating with the RRT-T in federal agency workshops that are promoting transmission siting and permitting best practices.
The nation’s power grid is an engineering marvel. Through our investment
and close working relationships with federal and state governments, we will help
to ensure that it will create the potential
for even more economic and societal benefits in the 21st century.

A few other efforts — including
even a middle-school science-fair project
last year — have attempted 3-D arrangements of solar cells. But, Grossman says,
“our study is different in nature, since it
is the first to approach the problem with
a systematic and predictive analysis.”
David Gracias, an associate
professor of chemical and biomolecular
engineering at Johns Hopkins University
who was not involved in this research,
says that Grossman and his team “have
demonstrated theoretical and proof-ofconcept evidence that 3-D photovoltaic
elements could provide significant
benefits in terms of capturing light at
different angles. The challenge, however,
is to mass produce these elements in a
cost-effective manner.”

CORUM - SONGS ADDS
TO SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA'S WOES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

Wallerstein was asked if there is a
way to create offsets by offsetting emissions in the transportation sector. He
said that was tried by the Sentinel project which proposed donating $50 million
to such a project but creating the offsets
would have needed far more money and
the idea was abandoned.

RTT-T CREATED
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PERSPECTIVE
ADVANCES IN PV CELL
BY NADAV ENBAR

higher “best-cell” efficiencies that translate
to lower priced, higher energy density
commercial modules
The extent that price-per-Watt cost
reductions can be obtained solely via efficiency gains is, however, capped and will lessen
as single-junction PV technologies approach
their maximum theoretical efficiency limits
(a.k.a. Shockley-Queisser limit) for their
respective semiconductor materials. Per
Figure 1 on page 22, considerable potential
for efficiency improvements exists for PV
technologies across the board. And, as

shown in Table 2, also on page 22, projected
PV module efficiencies over the next five
years are expected to improve at varying
rates that range between 1-3%.
Advances in thin film efficiencies are
expected to outpace those accrued by crystalline silicon modules and, in turn, narrow
the performance gap between the two technology types over time. For example, by
2016, CIGS on glass is predicted to become
15% efficient, equal to current multicrystalline module efficiencies, while First Solar
aims to produce 15% efficient CdTe modules
in that timeframe as well.

SUPERIOR ENERGY YIELD
Moreover, the upside for thin films is
further bolstered by its comparatively superior energy yield per watt peak (kWh/kW)
performance characteristics vis-à-vis c-Si
technologies that enable better low light and
high temperature operation. (Of course,
many other elements affect the overall system costs of competing PV technologies and
the resulting efficacy of their commercial
deployment.)
(continued on page 22)

Table 1 Selected PV Efficiency Advances
Amid today’s challenging solar market environment, PV supply chain manufacturers continue to invest liberally in technology research and development (R&D)
pursuits to improve upon product line priceper-Watt metrics that offer greater competitiveness while easing current tightness in
profit and revenue margins.
One outcome of these efforts is
recent record-setting advances in PV cell
and panel efficiencies across nearly all
solar material segments—including crystalline silicon (c-Si), cadmium telluride
(CdTe), copper indium gallium diselenide
(CIGS), and gallium arsenide (GaAs).
Though not considered “breakthroughs” in
innovation, industry stakeholders collectively view the incremental increases in cell
and module performance as positive steps
toward achieving longer-term technology
roadmap objectives.

EFFICIENCY DEVELOPMENTS
Attaining evolutionary increases in
conversion efficiency is one of the major
strategies PV manufacturers are employing
to gradually reduce their per-Watt module
prices and better compete in the global
marketplace. As illustrated in Table 1—
which provides a snapshot of some of the
latest PV efficiency developments, broken
down by company and technology type—
efficiency improvements are being realized
via a diversity of approaches for virtually
every PV technology.

INCREASING CONVERSION
For example, Suntech’s Pluto cell
features a unique texturing process that
increases sunlight absorption in high-, low-,
and indirect-light conditions. Moreover the
cell’s design and contact gridlines boost
power output, reportedly delivering a 10-15%
performance advantage using the same
materials, wafers, and module line
equipment as a standard cell. Thin film PV
cells are, meanwhile, predominately using
direct bandgap semiconductors at layers
that are roughly 100x thinner than current
c-Si cells. Sustained R&D investments are
expected to continue the trend of producing
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Note: Efficiency results differ based on the area of measurement; short-circuit current measurement is strongly dependent on cell area. Total
area, active area, and aperture area are possible measurement parameters. Active area is typically only used with small, laboratory-scale
devices; aperture and total area standards are used with commercial-sized cells and modules.
Sources: Greentech Media, manufacturers
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PERSPECTIVE
RESIDENTIAL DEMAND RESPONSE
BY LOUIS SZABLYA

Peterborough Distribution (PDI) has
operated a successful direct load control
program since the 1970’s. The loads under
direct control consist primarily of electric
water heaters, and nearly a third of PDI’s
30,000 residential customers participate in
this program.
But PDI was not satisfied with the
technology initially selected for its central
air conditioning residential demand
response program. The smart thermostat
being used lacked certain capabilities, particularly the two-way communications needed to confirm and quantify the reduction in
peak demand.
Peterborough Distribution Inc., a
local distribution company in the province
of Ontario, Canada, is part of the
Peterborough Utilities Group, which has
been providing electricity and water services for residents and businesses in the City
of Peterborough for nearly 90 years.
When the Ontario government
opened the electricity market to competition in 2000, the utility was able to add electricity generation, energy equipment rental,
and commercial metering services in
Peterborough and the surrounding area.

150 MW'S SAVED
In 2006, the Minister of Energy directed the Ontario Power Authority (OPA) to
implement a residential energy conservation and demand-side management (CDM)
program. The directive was part of the
Ministry’s Conservation Partnerships program, and was intended to achieve 150
megawatts of savings from residential
demand-side management and/or demand
response initiatives.
The Minister of Energy has statutory
control over the OPA, which is responsible
for ensuring a reliable, sustainable supply
of electricity for the province.

OPA LAUNCHES
In April 2007, the OPA launched the
peaksaver residential demand response
program, describing it as follows: “This program assists qualified Ontarians, and their
local electricity utility, to install a device in
their home that allows the utility to briefly
control their central air conditioning system
during ‘critical’ peak times—typically weekday afternoons during the hottest days of
the summer.”
According to Paul Shervill, OPA’s
Vice President of Conservation and Sector
Development, “peaksaver is part of a portfolio of conservation programs funded by the
OPA to enable Ontario to better manage its
demand for electricity during the summer
and all year round. We expect peaksaver to
contribute significantly to our demand management efforts.”
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PILOT PROGRAMS
To remedy the situation, David
Whitehouse, PDI’s Chief Conservation
Officer responsible for the CDM programs,
decided to join the OPA’s Residential
Demand Response Working Group in 2008.
The Working Group had been chartered to
evaluate and select the home energy management system (HEMS) and other technology that would be used in an enhanced
peaksaver PLUS™ program. The Working
Group considered HEMS technology from
21 separate vendors from around the world.
After evaluating each solution against a
comprehensive set of criteria, four were
selected for trials in pilot programs.
Whitehouse agreed to pilot two of the solutions in Peterborough.

PEAKSAVER PLUS
“The pilot with the Energate smart
thermostat proved to be remarkably successful, so we selected it as the home energy management system we would use in
the peaksaver PLUS program,” recalls
Whitehouse. “Energate’s Consumer
Connected Demand Response solution was
the only one that fully met all of our needs,
and the residents participating in the pilot
really liked how easy it was to use the
Pioneer Smart Thermostat. These two factors combined to give us real confidence in
Energate’s ability to meet both our needs,
and those of our residential customers.”

30 PERCENT REDUCED
In March 2012, following the successful pilot that enabled participants to reduce
their utility bills by up to 30 percent, PDI
became the first local distribution company
in Ontario to announce a partnership with
Energate for a full-scale rollout of the OPA’s
peaksaver PLUS residential demand
response program. John Stephenson, PDI’s
President and CEO, commented on the
benefits of the program: “The net result of
peaksaver programs like Peterborough’s is
a more efficient use of the existing electricity grid and local distribution systems,
increased consumer awareness and dollar

The savings achieved during the pilot,
where participants were selected at random,
are expected to be even higher for the opt-in
production deployment of the peaksaver
PLUS program. The savings result from the
Time-of-Use (TOU) rate structure established by the Ontario Energy Board (OEB).
The TOU rates are in effect for a six-month
period from April through November, and
are set to match the true cost of energy over
the past six-month period.

Middleware, Utility Load Management
System and MyEnergate Consumer portal
software as utility enterprise applications.
These applications are installed at and operated by Rodan Energy Systems, the provincial aggregator used by PDI.
“The residents who get one of the
Pioneer Smart Thermostats often become
the envy of their neighborhoods,”
Whitehouse has observed. “They show off
the device and demonstrate how it works to
friends and neighbors, who then want to
get one of their own, especially after learning there is no charge for either the thermostat or the gateway. It has become a
very effective way to promote the program,
and we are exploring ways to leverage this
word-of-mouth effect even more.”

PDI PROMOTES

PRICING SIGNALS

PDI promotes its peaksaver PLUS
program in a variety of ways, including
statement stuffers, social media, public relations and advertising. Residents are directed to a special Website at www.pdipeaksaverplus.ca where they can get detailed
information, find answers to frequently
asked questions, and enroll in the program.
Users can also download an “Energate
Thermostat Quickstart Guide” that shows
how to use the Pioneer Smart Thermostat,
and create an account on the www.pdiconserves.myenergate.com residential energy
management portal, which provides a
wealth of useful information and lets users
manage their thermostats from outside the
home wherever Internet access is available.

Both the Smart Thermostat and IHD
give residents up-to-date information about
their energy consumption, while historical
data is available on the MyEnergate Web
portal. The Smart Thermostat enables consumers to automatically adjust temperature
settings in response to changes in the published TOU rate schedule, or to respond to
pricing signals received via the gateway.
For those choosing to participate in the
province’s Energy Conservation Events, the
Energate Thermostat Quickstart Guide
states: “During periods of high electricity
demand, a Blue LED will illuminate on your
thermostat and your Setpoint name will be
replaced with ‘Energy Event’. This indicates that the Setpoint temperature has
been adjusted to save energy and the new
target temperature will be displayed below
the words ‘Energy Event’.”
“Most of the results we are getting
with the peaksaver PLUS program are right
in line with our expectations, but the effect
that little blue LED is having has really surprised us,” says Whitehouse. “People have
learned what that light means, and have
reacted by reducing loads by another seven
to 15 percent by turning off lights and appliances during these peak periods. In some
homes the effort even becomes a game or
challenge to see just how low usage can go.
And some consumers are also making beneficial changes in their routines, such as not
running the dishwasher or postponing doing
laundry until the LED tells them it’s okay.”

savings for everyone. Easing the strain on
these systems during the summer months
makes all Ontarians less dependent on fossil-fueled peaking plants and opens the door
to more sustainable sources of generation.”

TIME OF USE RATES

SMART METERS
Under Peterborough’s peaksaver
PLUS program, participants receive an
Energate Pioneer Z100 Smart Thermostat
and an optional ZEV50 In-Home Display
(IHD). Some residents may also receive an
optional Energate LC301 Load Switch for
controlling other loads, such as an electric
water heater or pool pump.
Although PDI has deployed an
advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
and installed smart meters throughout its
service area, the smart meters currently
lack home area networking (HAN) capabilities for communicating with the Smart
Thermostat or IHD.
For this reason, participants also
receive a ZigBee-equipped Energate ZIP
Connect Internet Gateway that provides the
secure two-way broadband communications
needed during demand response events, as
well as a means for monitoring and controlling the Smart Thermostat remotely via an
ordinary browser or smartphone application.
In addition to the systems installed in
homes, PDI’s residential demand response
program includes Energate’s CORE
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PERSPECTIVE
COMMON FUNCTIONS FOR SMART INVERTERS
BY BRIAN SEAL, ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
INDUSTRY IMPACT

In 2009, the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) began working with a
number of utilities doing large scale Smart
Grid demonstrations. These demonstrations were focused on the deployment of
Distributed Energy Resources (DER) and
the communication integration of these
resources with the utility.
Many of these projects involved the
integration of inverter-based systems,
such as solar photovoltaic and battery storage systems, including diverse sizes and
manufacturers.
As planning for these projects and
associated vendor engagements began,
two things became evident:
1. There were no common, standardsbased communication protocols that
would allow multiple vendors products to
be integrated in a consistent and
manageable way.
2. There was no common view of the
specific functionality, or services, that
these products would provide.
The second of these was found to be
far more significant. Although manufacturers all provided Smart Grid or gridsupportive functionalities, each did so in
different or proprietary ways, making a
system of diverse resources unmanageable. For example, every inverter maker
offered some form of VAR support, but
lacking any standard, each provided the
support in a different way. These product
providers understood that a common
approach was needed and as a group have
been very active and supportive of this
work throughout.
EPRI worked together with the
Department of Energy, Sandia National
Laboratories, and the Solar Electric Power
Association to form a collaborative team to
facilitate an initiative to address these
needs. Several face-to-face workshops have
been conducted, and a focus-group of volunteers have met every 1-2 weeks over a two
year period to discuss, debate, and develop
a proposed set of common approaches to a
range of high-value functions. The following
represents a summary of this work to date.
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This collaborative activity has taken
place at an ideal time, as breakthroughs in
both PV and battery storage has heightened the potential for their deployment in
large scales and high penetration levels.
In addition, the period has been
marked by a focus on standards and protocols for integration, as exemplified by the
work of the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) in the United
States and activities in the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE) and the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).
As a result, this work has been a
useful and significant contribution to several standards groups and activities. The
common functions support use cases collected by the NIST Priority Action Plan
(PAP) 07, have provided technical input
into work in the IEC TC57 WG17 and
IEEE 1547.8, and have been or are being
mapped into the DNP3, SEP2.0, and
ModBus protocols.

VALUE TO UTILITIES
Utilities may utilize these functional
descriptions to aid in the development of
requirements for smart distributed
resources. Wherever common approaches such as these can be referenced, rather than individually documenting similar
functions, opportunity for interoperability
is enhanced, and the ability to provide
standards-based communication support
is more likely.

REPORT ORGANIZATION AND LANGUAGE
The collection of functions that
were discussed and developed sequentially by a volunteer focus group have
been compiled into an EPRI report. Prior
to compilation in this report, each function was documented and reviewed separately. Each function is presented in an
individual chapter herein, each following
a similar format. As a result of this merging of what began as separate documents, certain explanatory text in the
beginning of each chapter may be similar or repetitive.
Each function, or function group, is
described in the form of a proposal,
which is the terminology used by the volunteer working group. This reflects the
fact that the functions are not legal standards unless and until they are adopted
by a Standards Development
Organization (SDO).
The intent here is to provide a uniform functional behavior across multiple
environments, without being overly prescriptive and requiring abnormal handling of data. As an example, consider

that a single feeder could have a few
large DER integrated via the utility’s
SCADA system, and a larger number of
smaller systems integrated via commercial building networks or residential
HANs. Multiple communication protocols might be used in each of these environments, but a uniform and manageable
resource represented by all these devices might be presented to a distribution
manager or management system.
The full report contains proposals
for each of the common functions covered. In this article, I will briefly summarize a number of the functions and what
their intent is.

BASIC DEVICE SETTINGS AND LIMITS
This proposal is for the Smart
Inverter Communication Project, for the
communications needed to establish basic
device settings. Although this was not listed by the interest group as a “function” in
its own right, it was recognized while
working on the communications for the
other functions that the ability to set basic
device parameters (such as defaults) and
other limits was needed.
This specification is intended to provide a flexible mechanism through which
basic settings and device limits could be
configured, if so desired. It is not intended
to suggest that such settings are mandatory or to specifically define what values to
set if used.

CONNECT/DISCONNECT FUNCTION
This specification is intended to provide a flexible mechanism through which
a general Connect/Disconnect function
could be configured, if so desired. It is
not intended to suggest that such a function is necessary or to specifically define
what values to set or how it should be
configured if used.

MAXIMUM GENERATION LIMIT FUNCTION
This specification is intended to provide a flexible mechanism through which
the maximum generation level of a distributed generation device might be reduced,
if so desired. It is not intended to suggest
that such a function is necessary or to specifically define what values to set or how it
should be configured if used.

BATTERY STORAGE: DIRECT CHARGE/
DISCHARGE MANAGEMENT FUNCTION
This function is intended to provide
a simple mechanism through which the
charging and discharging of battery storage systems may be directly managed. A
price-based (or relative energy value)
function which assumes that the storage
unit manages its own actions is defined

separately. This present charge/discharge function, however, assumes that
the intelligence which determines charging or discharging resides outside the
storage system, and that the storage system (to the extent possible) follows the
requests it is given.

BATTERY STORAGE: PRICE-BASED
CHARGE/DISCHARGE FUNCTION
This function is intended to provide
a simple mechanism through which battery storage systems may be informed of
the price of energy so that they may
manage charging and discharging
accordingly. A direct charge/discharge
function, which assumes that the storage
unit is managed by a remote entity, is
defined separately. This price-based
function, however, assumes that the
intelligence which determines charging
or discharging resides within the storage system, and that the storage system
manages its own affairs relative to this
signal and other preferences that may be
set by the storage system owner.

FIXED POWER FACTOR FUNCTION
This function is intended to provide
a simple mechanism through which the
power factor of a DER may be set to a
fixed value. It is not intended to suggest
that such a function is necessary or to
specifically define what values to set or
how it should be configured if used.

INTELLIGENT VOLT-VAR FUNCTION
This function is intended to provide
a mechanism through which a DER may
be configured to manage its own VAR
output in response to the local service
voltage. It is not intended to suggest that
such a function is necessary or to specifically define what values to set or how it
should be configured if used.
Other functions covered in the
report include:
Volt-Watt Function
Frequency-Watt Function
Low/High Voltage Ride-Through
Dynamic Reactive Current Support
Function
Real Power Smoothing Function
Dynamic Volt-Watt Function
Peak Power Limiting Function
Load and Generation Following 		
Function
Behavior During Islanding
Guidelines for Precedence of Settings
Status Monitoring Points
Event Logging and Reporting
Time Adjustment Function

(continued on page 20)
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CONCLUSION

strengthen electrical system reliability as
variable renewable resources continue to be
deployed to achieve California’s important
energy goals,” stated James H. Pope,
General Manager, Northern California
Power Agency during the dedication ceremony.
The Siemens Flex-Plant 30™ Power
Island consists of a Siemens SGT6-5000F
gas turbine-generator operating in combined cycle mode with a Siemens SST900RH steam turbine-generator. To power
the steam turbine, gas turbine waste heat is
captured by a Benson-style Heat Recovery
Steam Generator (HRSG) provided by
Nooter/Eriksen. The plant uses a Siemens
SPPA-T3000 control system.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19

The Smart Inverter Communication
Initiative has grown to include more than
500 individuals representing inverter
manufacturers, system & solution providers, utilities, universities and both private
and public research organizations worldwide. The initiative has been, and
remains, open to anyone who wants to
participate. A significant number of volunteers from this initiative have met weekly/biweekly over the last two years to
select and define a common way that each
function might be implemented.
The next phase of this initiative is
focused on fielding the concepts developed thus-far, and collaboratively discovering what additions and changes are
needed in the core set of functions. This
document presents the results of this
effort. This work has been adopted by
standards organizations and has been
used to support a wide range of standardization and design activities worldwide.
Both utilities and manufacturers of
smart, inverter-based systems are encouraged to employ these functions in their
planning and specifications. As additional
functional needs are identified, and as
gaps and ambiguities in these functions
are identified, users are encouraged to
bring those insights back into the standardization process so that these methods can be improved.
Until a common set of functions are
identified and adopted, it is not possible to
create open communication standards.
And without communication standards,
there is no interoperability. In order for
the full potential of distributed PV and
storage systems to be realized, standards
will be required that enable a wide range
of device types, sizes and brands to operate together, providing uniform services
in response to uniform controls.
If you are interested in reading the
full report, Common Functions for Smart
Inverters (#1023059), please visit epri.
com and type the report number in the
search to access the report.
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growth in the solar industry. For investors,
solar development projects became highly
reliable investments.
Today, however, the solar industry’s
own success is threatening its growth prospects. Regulatory changes have eliminated
the grant in lieu of tax credit program for
renewable energy projects, reducing the
number of potential investors to those with a
tax appetite. In addition, as more manufacturers poured into the industry, equipment
prices fell dramatically. While that made it
cheaper to build new projects the unintended consequence is that many manufacturers
are struggling to compete. Market consolidation among solar equipment manufacturers is now a serious threat to sustaining
solar development project cash flows. As
manufacturers go out of business their
equipment warranties may become worthless. In the event that equipment has a failure there may be no way for a project developer to recoup the costs of making a repair
to the equipment or the revenue from lost
energy generation. Such actions throw the
long-term viability of projects into question.
Such changes create additional pressure for solar project developers to find
other ways to increase and protect project
margins. In addition, developers with significant experience are looking to new horizons
for project developments. Unwittingly, they
may be overlooking risks that they don’t
know to look out for. Despite significant
experience, a developer may just not know
what they don’t know when working in a
new location or different environment.
Working in new surroundings
requires significant due diligence. Not only
must developers literally learn the lay of the
land, they also need to understand local regulations, building codes and permitting processes. Even disparities in climate conditions can create havoc when project developers fail to adequately account for unfamiliar weather patterns. From the start-up
phase to decommissioning, developers must
keep their eyes wide open and employ
extensive risk management practices to
address these issues.
Comprehensive insurance protection
and warranty backstops available throughout
the project lifecycle can help. In a study conducted on behalf of Assurant, Inc., researchers found that many market participants in
the solar industry expressed a need for a
truly wide-ranging insurance policy that
would provide phase-specific protection.
They indicated that this coverage would help
alleviate investors’ concerns about the financial stability of their development projects.
In response, Assurant developed a
solar insurance bundle that allows mid-sized
commercial solar developers to easily qualify for and launch more projects. The company partnered with the leading provider of
insurance for the renewable energy industry, GCube Insurance Services, Inc., to provide commercial solar project developers

across the U.S. access to the insurance
offering and warranty management program
at affordable prices.
The insurance offering works by
addressing key lender and investor requirements to protect project cash flows that are
traditionally threatened when manufacturers
go out of business or a project’s energy generation is compromised by equipment failure. In addition to liability and property coverage, the product offers single-source project warranty management throughout the
lifecycle of a solar project. This eliminates
the potential confusion caused by having to
work with multiple carriers and manufacturers to settle a claim should the need arise.
The streamlined process increases efficiency
and the speed at which claims are handled.
Being able to rely on an insurance
company to stand behind the project equipment in the event that its manufacturer goes
out of business is critical to ensuring the
long-term financial viability of a solar project. So too is securing business interruption
coverage. This unique protection reimburses project developers for income from lost
energy production and from sales of solar
renewable energy credits lost as a result of a
covered peril.
While it is impossible to eliminate all
risks and hazards from solar project developments, insurance can help improve their
ability to generate profits for the long-term.
These protections can take some of the variability out of the factors that can derail projects and act as a stabilizing force in the
industry, helping to create a strong foundation for the industry’s continued growth.
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FAST-START TECHNOLOGY
The Siemens Flex-Plant 30™ fast-start
capability is designed to deliver about 200
MW of power capacity within only 30 minutes. Fast-start technology will allow participants to expand and rely more on weatherdependent wind and solar energy resources
since LEC can provide timely backup
power. Fast-start also reduces greenhouse
gas emissions by 30% when compared to
conventional units. Other features that contribute to start the plant very fast are innovative piping warm-up strategies, the
Siemens’ steam turbine stress controller
(TSC), a modern water treatment system,
and optimized plant stand-by using auxiliary
steam to maintain vacuum. Using the
Siemens SGT6-5000F gas turbine as the
prime mover, the plant will provide high
power density while requiring a relatively
small plant footprint and is capable of daily
cycling at efficiencies over 57 percent.
Siemens has made steady engineering
improvements to their STG6 turbine based
on 3.5 million hours of operational experience, CO₂ and NO× emissions will be constrained by the LEC to 2ppm each. This
amounts to a two-thirds reduction in the CO₂
emitted by these machines since the year
2000 (down from 6ppm), as well as a onethird reduction in NO× (down from 3ppm).

PLANT COOLING
LEC uses reclaimed water from Lodi’s
White Slough Water Pollution Control
Facility located adjacent to the power plant.
The tertiary-treated water is further processed by LEC’s advanced water quality
facilities before use in the steam generation
process and in the power plant cooling system. LEC utilizes a seven-cell cooling tower
provided by SPX Cooling Technologies, Inc.
The City of Lodi is expected to receive
approximately $1 million for the sale of
1,800 acre-feet of reclaimed water annually,
turning a water disposal liability into a
financial asset for the host city.
(continued on page 21)
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The site is also adjacent to the NCPA’s
existing combustion turbine STIG unit
installed in 1995. A new 2.7-mile gas pipeline will be placed and LEC will be able to
tie directly into the power grid through the
existing switchyard.

TIMELY DELIVERY
All OEM equipment for the Lodi
Energy Center was delivered ahead of
schedule. Siemens assigns a factory load
planner to monitor the manufacturing of the
gas turbine and steam turbine for all projects to resolve any schedule issues. For
LEC, a project expediter was dispatched by
the Siemens Orlando-Team to Finspong in
Sweden to monitor and expedite the critical
path steam turbine manufacturing progress.
Siemens also assigned a project specific site services procurement specialist to
support unplanned or emergency needs for
parts or services. They developed a logistics plan for special rail car usage and transit clearance and routing to ensure the gas
turbine and the generator delivery to site
without schedule delays through the Port of
Stockton, CA.

SAFETY AT LEC
Siemens followed a detailed safety program for the site. Siemens Project Manager
and Project Engineer independently conducted and documented a formal site Safety
Walk at every site visit. There were also regular site audits to assure adherence to
Siemens and site procedures and prompt
action and resolution for any quality incident
reports. This focus on safety resulted in an
impressive Zero Lost Time Accidents (LTA)
for OEM or its subcontractor personnel with
over 16,000 man-hours on site.
Siemens also provided in house
expertise to assist in interfacing and obtaining design approval of specialty engineering
designs including CBO, Fire Marshal, and
authorized ASME Inspector approvals.

NCPA
The Northern California Power
Agency (NCPA) is a California joint-action
agency originally established in 1968 that
owns and operates a portfolio of electricity
generation resources that are 95% carbonemission free.
Nine of NCPA’s 16 members, along
with four other public entities, are sharing in
LEC’s investment and benefits. The City of
Santa Clara’s Silicon Valley Power is a major
participant in the LEC with a 25 percent
share of the project. The San Francisco Bay
Area Rapid Transit District (BART) will use
its portion of LEC’s output to help power its
transit system trains. The Modesto
Irrigation District and the municipal utilities
serving Lodi, Gridley, Ukiah, Healdsburg,
Biggs, Lompoc, and Azusa will receive LEC
energy, along with the Plumas-Sierra Rural
Electric Cooperative, and the Power and
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Water Resources Pooling Authority.
The largest participant, DWR, with a
33.5 percentage will pump water along the
California Aqueduct to benefit millions of
Central and Southern Californians.
In the Bay Area, Silicon Valley Power
will use energy to help power Santa Clara’s
high-tech and internet communications
businesses. BART will use the LEC to
power their trains throughout the Bay.
The benefits of this new power plant
will be felt as far north as the PlumasSierra Rural Electric Cooperative, headquartered in Plumas Count, and as far
south as the City of Azusa in Los Angeles
County.
The NCPA member communities of
Lodi, Lompoc, Gridley, Ukiah, Healdsburg,
and Biggs will utilize their energy shares to
serve their homes and businesses.
The Power and Water Resources
Pooling Authority will distribute its share
of energy to nine irrigation districts located in the Sacramento and San Joaquin
Valleys and in coastal counties north and
south of the Bay.
The Modesto Irrigation District will
provide LEC energy to its residential, commercial and agricultural customers.

Lodi Energy Center on a 4.4 acre site. Siemens supplied the Flex-Plant 30.

REVENUE BOND FINANCING
Based upon LEC Power Sales
Agreement obligations, NCPA issued revenue bonds in 2010 on behalf of 13 participants. MID financed its portion independently. A portion of the bonds were issued
as “Build America Bonds” under the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
of 2009, resulting in a $23 million savings in
project financing costs.

WORKFORCE
During the more than two years LEC
was under construction, it created hundreds
of high paying jobs for Central Valley workers. A minimum of 80 percent of the 300
skilled LEC workers resided within 50 miles
of the Lodi area. Under the “Helmets to
Hardhats” program, three percent of the
construction workers were military veterans.

FLEX-PLANT 30 IN TEXAS
Panda Temple Power completed
financing for a 758 MW gas fired combinedcycle power plant and selected a turnkey
construction consortium of Siemens and
Bechtel.
Siemens will deliver the power island
including two gas turbines, one steam turbine, three generators and the instrumentation and control system, using FLEXPLANT 30 technology.
Bechtel will be responsible for the
engineering, procurement, construction
and commissioning of the facility. The 250
acre facility is in Temple, TX, south of
Dallas. Commercial operations of the plant
are expected to begin in 2014.

Dr. Rainer Hauenschild, CEO, Siemens Energy Solutions and Mario Azar at the LEC.

FLEX-PLANT 10 IN CALIFORNIA
The El Segundo Energy Center was
originally designed as a redevelopment project in 2000 when it submitted its application
to the California Energy Commission for
certification. It was designed as a 630-MW
gas-fired combined cycle power plant and
would replace two of the four existing generating units built by Southern California
Edison in the 1950’s. At the time, it was
jointly owned by Dynegy and NRG.
The CEC approved the project in
2006, not without controversy. Emissions
permits were at the heart of the controversy, along with once-through ocean cooling
which the existing generators use.
In 2007, the company submitted a
request to the CEC to amend the plant’s
license. El Segundo proposed eliminating
the use of ocean water as the cooling water

source for the project by redesigning the
facility to use Siemens’ new fast-start
R2C2 turbines and dry cooling, changing
the nominal plant capacity from 630 MW
to 560 MW.
Additional changes were proposed
to support this change in design and to
address a new laydown area and new
equipment delivery options, including
ocean delivery over the beach and a new
land route.
The CEC approved the redesigned
project in July 2010. Construction began
in May 2011.
Siemens has successfully completed
over 330 projects worldwide; over 105
turnkey projects were completed in the
Americas.
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Table 2. Module Efficiency Forecasts for PV Technologies through 2016
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All told, the reported gains in efficiency appear to be a bright spot in an otherwise challenging market for the solar sector. Target average selling prices (ASPs)
are dependent on meeting efficiency roadmaps. Yet it remains to be seen if the incremental nature of this form of technology
improvement can have enough of an impact
to tangibly counteract the current deep cost
declines and product pricing pressure being
placed on the PV supply chain.

EPRI’S TAKE: COST, VALUE, AND
EFFICIENCY
PV system economics depend on
installed cost, energy value, and system efficiency—all are application dependent.
Electricity value is the most dependent on
the application. For example, electricity produced remotely from load with a wholesale
value is low compared to electricity produced near the point of use with a retail
value. Related, the cost of integration changes with the application and may be lower for
a utility or an end user and higher for a third
party producer. System costs also depend
on scale and complexity, such as roof-mount
compared to ground-mount and fixed installation compared to tracking.
With the above in mind, PV conversion efficiency is one of the most critical
components governing the basic, and often
nuanced, equation to determine favorable
PV system economics. As described in the
DOE’s SunShot Vision Study, the per-watt
price of a PV system is directly proportional
to total installed system price and inversely
proportional to system efficiency:

Consequently, reductions in the perwatt PV system price can be achieved via
two interrelated elements, either by decreasing the total installed system price (via PV
module, power electronics, and BOS
approaches) or increasing system efficiency
(through greater sunlight-to-electricity PV
module efficiency and/or improved electrical efficiency of the integrated PV system).
Meanwhile, tradeoffs exist that can shape
utility investment thinking. For example,
high-efficiency PV modules might cost more
than lower-efficiency PV modules on a perWatt basis, but might reduce non-module
system costs due to their higher efficiency.
Also, per-Watt power electronics and BOS
prices could be lower because of lower
equipment, labor, and land requirements
per Watt of installed capacity associated
with higher-efficiency modules. Translation:
numerous potential PV system pathways, in
fact, exist for reducing total installed PV system prices.
That being said, utilities should
remain abreast of PV cell and module
efficiency developments with the
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Note: “Super” monocrystalline silicon technologies use moncrystalline silicon coupled with proprietary cell design. Examples include back
contact-only modules and HIT (heterojunction with intrinsic thin film layer) cells. Back-contact modules position the electrical contacts
on the back of the cell, leaving the entire front surface free to absorb power. Sanyo’s HIT cell, meanwhile, is a hybrid of monocrystalline
silicon surrounded by ultra-thin amorphous silicon layers.
Source: GTM Research
expectation that near-term innovations will
be incremental in nature and the time lapse
between laboratory-based advances and
commercial flow through will be evident. No
“game changers” are likely to manifest
themselves in this realm of PV R&D.
For PV module manufacturers conversion efficiency gains are a step in the right
direction, but, on their own, they will not go
a long way toward making up for the significant erosion in margins that has occurred in
the last several years. Improvements in efficiency and yield, via production process
advances, capacity scale-up, and material
usage reduction will need to be simultaneously pursued to keep pace with pricing
expectations.

Figure 1. Production, Laboratory, and Theoretical (Maximum) PV Module Efficiencies

EPRI RESEARCH VALIDATING PV
PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY, AND COST
As part of an ongoing R&D project,
EPRI is examining the performance and reliability of up to 10 different flat-plate PV technologies at the Solar Technology
Acceleration Center (SolarTAC)—the largest solar test bed facility in the United
States—in Aurora, Colorado. Open to additional funders, the three-year study was
kicked-off in June 2012 and includes side-byside field testing of both traditional and
novel PV module technologies, including a
mix of monocrystalline, c-Si, CIGS, and
CdTe varieties.
The major objectives of the demonstration are to analyze and validate system
output (including degradation and longevity
issues) to, in turn, improve PV technology
bankability. This in mind, all tested systems,
each sized at 10 kW to ensure statistical significance, have been confined to those
deemed to have a reasonable chance at
long-term commercial viability. Moreover,
given their pronounced market expansion,
several Chinese-based crystalline silicon
products have been included as part of the
project’s test group.
In addition to system performance
reporting—which encompasses analysis of
the environment in which PV operates,
including humidity conditions, snow and
rain, cloudy days, and high winds—the project is documenting the installation, commissioning, O&M, and decommissioning processes as well as their associated costs.

Source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(Balance-of-system issues, such as module
failure, wiring, and inverter malfunction are
also being assessed).
Potential means of improving the cost
effectiveness of the PV systems will furthermore be identified, such as O&M and
design modification approaches that can
maximize energy output and reduce capital
and O&M expenditures. All told, the demonstration is intended to provide utilities and
other end users with data-driven results to
better warrant long-term, large-scale future
investment in both mature and early commercial PV product choices. For more information: Cara Libby, Project Manager, 650855-2382, clibby@epri.com.
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